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Rapid driver removed
Bus driver reassigned from Route 50 after making 'inappropriate' comment to student passenger
By Samantha Butcher
QVL Managing Editor
Originally published on Oct. 24, 2010
A Rapid bus driver was re­
moved from Grand Valley State 
University routes in October af­
ter a student complained that he 
made suggestive remarks to her 
while she was riding the Campus 
Connector.
Karissa Dyda, a GVSU junior, 
complained to the Rapid on Oct. 
6 after driver Stan Gay made a 
comment to her that she felt was 
“inappropriate.” Dyda, who was 
wearing flip-flops when the inci­
dent occurred, said Gay made the 
comment when she first boarded 
the bus.
“I was getting on the bus, 
and I’d had this bus driver many 
times before,” she explained. “I 
was the first one to step on the 
bus, and he points to my feet and 
goes, ‘Who’s the lucky guy who 
gets to kiss and suck on those 
things? I wish I was him.’ I didn’t 
even know what to say:”
Dyda filed a complaint with 
the Rapid because she was afraid 
Gay might harass other students.
“I was nervous to say some­
thing, but I thought it could 
happen to other people too so I 
wanted to take care of it before 
it happened to somebody else,” 
she said.
Dyda said she asked the Rapid 
to assign the driver to a differ­
ent route. The Rapid opened an 
investigation into the incident, 
but Jennifer Kalczuk, external 
relations manager for the Rapid, 
said she could not comment on 
what that investigation process 
entailed.
“We don’t discuss our inter­
nal procedures,” she said. “We
investigate complaints and based 
on the determination, whatever 
seems appropriate from there 
happens.”
The next week, Dyda saw the 
driver again and took her com­
plaint to President Thomas J. 
Haas. Within days. Gay was tak­
en off of Route 50.
Kalczuk said she could not 
disclose whether there were any 
previous complaints filed against 
Gay.
Lisa Haynes, assistant vice 
president of operations on Pew 
Campus, said the issue was dealt 
with according to university pol­
icy.
“If a student complains to us, 
we address student complaints,” 
she said. “I believe that the Rap­
id addressed whatever complaint 
that student had.”
Although Gay has removed 
from Route 50, Dyda said she 
is still uncomfortable riding the 
bus.
“I feel relieved that it’s been 
taken care of, but I’m still kind of 
upset that I had to go to such an 
extreme to get something done,” 
Dyda said. “I feel like (the Rapid) 
should have taken into consider­
ation what happened. It’s not that 
much to ask them to change his 
bus route. I wasn’t asking for him 
to be fired. I’d never felt uncom­
fortable before, but even now I 
don’t feel comfortable riding the 
bus because I don’t trust the Rap­
id. I still have this fear that I’m 
going to see him again.”
Last year, 2.6 million people 
rode on GVSU buses, up from 
2.4 million the previous year. A 
total of 20 buses run on five dif­
ferent routes.
mana^in^editor@ lanthorn .com GVL Archive
Rapid removal: (Top) Students ride a Route 50 bus downdown from the Allendale campus. (Below) Student climb aboard Rapid buses 
to avoid the rain. A Route 50 driver was removed after a student complained to the Rapid and to the university that he had made 
sexual comments about her feet. Although the student claims that the Rapid was initially unresponsive, the driver was removed after 
she contacted President Haas and University Counsel.
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Second injured biker released from hospital
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Pedestrian safety: Emergency responders tend to a biker who was struck by a car on campus. At least four pedestrian collisions involving GVSU were 
reported last semester, a trend that sparked student safety concerns and the emergence of the GVSU student organization Students for Sidewalks.
By Chelsea Lane
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on 
Oct. 27, 2010
A Grand Valley State 
University student was 
released from the hospital on 
Oct. 26 after suffering head 
and neck injuries from being 
struck by a vehicle while 
biking across an intersection 
on theAllendaleCampus.The 
student was struck by a Ford 
van traveling southbound on 
South Campus Drive.
According to witness 
reports, the biker, who was 
riding from Kirkhof Center 
on the sidewalk, did not 
come to a complete stop 
at the intersection before 
riding into the crosswalk. 
The biker told police a bus, 
which was traveling north 
on South Campus Drive, 
was obstructing his vision, 
preventing him from seeing 
the oncoming van until it
was too late for him to speed 
up and avoid the collision. 
Witnesses said the driver of 
the van did not have time to 
stop and was not at fault in the 
accident. The biker, who was 
not wearing a helmet, was 
transported to the hospital 
with head injuries.
Traffic law dictates that 
bikers, who have the same 
rules and responsibilities as 
pedestrians, have the right 
of way at a crosswalk if the 
driver has a chance to make a 
complete stop.
“We always encourage 
our students to make sure 
they stop before walking out 
into the crosswalk and to 
make sure traffic is clear in 
both directions,” said Capt. 
Brandon DeHaan, assistant 
director of the Department 
of Public Safety. “Students 
should not just assume the 
driver of the motor vehicle 
can see them and is going to 
stop for them.”
news@lanthorn.com
Ground breaks on Pew Library
Courtesy Photos / gvsu.edu
The time has come: (Above and below) A computer simulation of the Mary Idema Pew Library's design (pictured) 
shows the building's open and spacious design. Ground broke on the building in October, and construction will 
begin this summer.
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Originally published on 
Sep. 10, 2010
The ceremony starts at 
noon in a tent near the Kirk­
hof Center, where GVSU 
President Thomas J. Haas, 
Provost Gayle R. Davis and 
Shaping our Future cam­
paign co-chairs Jim and 
Donna Brooks and Dan De- 
Vos will make remarks.
Kate Pew Wolters, chair 
of GVSU’s Board of Trust­
ees, will speak on behalf of 
her family and more specifi­
cally her mother, for whom 
the building is named.
“I am particularly in­
spired with the example set 
by Kate Pew Wolters and her 
father along with other do­
nors and our Board of Trust­
ees in the confidence they 
have shown in Grand Valley 
and in future generations of 
students who will take their
leadership around the coun­
try and world,” Haas said.
The new library will pro­
vide approximately 1,500 
seats for student study, 20 
group study rooms and of­
fices and support areas for 
faculty and staff members. 
There will be room for 
150,000 books on shelves 
and another 600,000 books 
in an automated storage/re­
trieval system.
“The Mary Idema Pew 
Learning and Information 
Commons will be the library 
and learning center of the 
future,” Haas said. “It will 
enable student success while 
at Grand Valley and provide 
learning skills for a lifetime 
in work, family and commu­
nity.”
More than 530 donors 
have contributed almost 
$20.5 million to the project, 
but there still remains $4.5 
million to raise.
Lee Van Orsdel, dean 
of University Libraries,
//
The (library) 
will be the 
library and 
learning center 
of the future."
-Thomas J. Haas
GVSU president
maintained that this ground 
breaking will be a pivotal 
moment for GVSU.
“Students have waited a 
long time for this dream — 
a library built for them with 
space, furnishings, resourc­
es and experts to help them 
gain the skills and knowl­
edge they need to excel in 
the classroom now and in 
their careers later,” he said. 
“It will also be a moment 
to celebrate the tremendous 
support this project has
received from the donors 
whose generosity made it 
possible for the University 
to take this great step for­
ward. And lastly, it will be a 
celebration of the University 
itself and of its 50th year of 
striving to provide the very
best possible learning envi­
ronments for our students.”
The Zumberge Library 
on Grand Valley State Uni­
versity’s Allendale Campus 
was built in 1969 for the pro­
jected student body of just 
5,000. Today, almost 25,000
students attend GVSU and 
the need for a larger learn­
ing space quickly became 
undeniable.
The Pew Library and 
Learning Commons is set to 
open in the fall of 2013. 
assistantnews@lanthorn.com
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By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Originally published on 
Feb. 23, 2011
Grand Valley State 
University psychology major 
Andrew Taylor remembers 
the last time he did not 
have his Bridge Card, when 
muddled logistics from 
moving left him without 
groceries for two months.
“I lived on the beans 
that were left over in my 
cupboard," Taylor said. “So 
if I didn’t have food stamps, 
I wouldn’t have any food at 
all.”
Taylor worries that he 
will not make the cut come 
April when Michigan's 
Department of Human 
Services will no longerallow 
students to automatically 
qualify for food assistance.
Gisgie Gendreau, press 
officer for DHS, said 
federal guidelines dictate 
only a small number of truly 
needy students are eligible 
for a Bridge Card status, 
and in the past Michigan 
was granted an exception to 
those federal guidelines.
“I just want to make 
sure that it’s clear we 
were following federal 
guidelines before and that 
we are following federal 
guidelines now,” Gendreau 
said. “Federal guidelines 
allowed Michigan to have
the exception, and we 
requested to remove that 
exception and were granted 
approval.”
She said concerned 
citizens brought the subject 
of student bridge card 
abuse to the director’s 
attention. Rep. David 
Agema (R-Grandville) 
helped advocate for the 
renewed restriction and said 
in a press release issued by 
DHS early February that he 
stands behind the decision.
“College students who do 
not really need assistance 
have been allowed to take 
advantage for far too long,” 
Agema said. “Preventing 
bridge card abuse will make 
sure assistance only goes to 
those who truly need help. 
This action will put a stop 
to this waste of tax-payer 
money.”
Gendreau said between 
25,000 and 26,000 people 
that attended college in 
fall of 2010 received food 
assistance. Starting in 
April, a much smaller, more 
specific demographic will 
still make the cut.
“Under the federal 
guidelines, college students 
don’t qualify for food 
assistance except in a 
small number of instances 
that include having young 
children in the home, not 
being physically able to 
work and being in an on- 
the job training program,"
Gendreau said.
Agema said those with 
true need will still be able 
to get the bridge cards, and 
those who do not will not.
Michelle Rhodes,
director of financial aid, 
said she worries the change 
in Bridge Card guidelines 
will affect many of the 
commuter students at GVSU 
who do not have meal plans 
on campus and might find 
themselves taking out 
heftier loans to make ends 
meet. She said this academic 
year, 13,000 total students 
have taken out loans with 
an average of $6,700 per 
student per year.
“With anything that you 
take away from a student, I 
think it’s really hard because 
there are a lot of students 
who need to have their basic 
needs met, and if the Bridge 
Card is going to do that and 
it’s being taken away, for 
some students, it’s going to 
really create a hardship,” 
Rhodes said.
Many worry this sort of 
blanket take down of student 
eligibility will bar those 
who do not quite fit the bill 
from receiving the food 
assistance they legitimately 
need.
Taylor, who can no longer 
receive scholarships due to 
his fifth-year senior status, 
struggles to pay for his rent, 
and all the while, private 
loan payments are already
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Cutting back costs: A student cuts her bridge card after new restrictions disqualified many students from receiving 
benefits. Bridge card restrictions were one of several financial setbacks for students in a semester that included 
federal Pell Grant cutbacks and a proposed 22 percent cut to higher education spending in the Michigan legislature.
turning up in his mailbox.
“I think at this point, 
it’s not even going to be a 
negative impact - it’s just 
going to be impossible,” he 
said. “There’s going to be 
no way to pay for anything. 
I’ve already had to stop 
paying my credit cards five 
months ago or so, so I don’t 
know where money for 
food is even going to come 
from.”
Taylor said he empathizes 
with the governments’ 
predicament but does not
necessarily agree with the 
way Michigan is handling 
it.
“I mean, they have to 
cut it from somewhere, 
but a blanket cut-off from 
students seems like the 
wrong way to do it,” he 
said. “I feel like there has to 
be another way.”
In the meantime, Taylor 
is battling his money matters 
with reason and chooses to 
be okay with simply doing 
what he can in the face of 
the uncertain months ahead
of him.
“I put it on my whiteboard 
- things that were on 
my mind going into this 
semester - and I filled up 
my entire whiteboard,” he 
said. “It was really this great 
kind of catharsis, and I got it 
all out and then just erased 
it. Because unfortunately, 
what are you going to do, 
you know?”
For more information, 
visit www.mibridges. 
michigan .gov/access/.
news@lanthorn .com
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Cold as ica: Snow whips around campus on Feb. 1, resulting in the cancellation of classes on Feb. 2. Storm Team 8 reported that the Allendale area was hit by as many as 16 inches of snow in the year's biggest storm.
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It's not near, it's here
GV hit by Winches of snow in campus-closing blizzard
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Originally published on 
Feb. 2, 2011
Some are calling it the 
Groundhog Day Blizzard and 
some are calling it Snowpoea- 
lypse, but there is one thing 
about this week's blizzard that 
students at Grand Valley State 
University can all agree on.
“Contrary to popular be­
lief, the irritating weather is no 
longer an irritant,’’ said senior 
econonomics major Chelsea 
Mandel. Mandel and her room­
mates dragged groceries home 
Wednesday morning in plastic 
sleds over the snowy terrain that 
blanketed the streets and side­
walks after almost a foot fell 
over West Michigan and sur­
rounding areas.
A local report by Storm Team 
8 said a grand total of 16 inch­
es fell in Allendale by 1 p.m. 
Wednesday, resulting in what 
Matt McLogan, vice president 
of university relations, said is 
the first full-day closing Grand 
Valley State University has seen 
since 2004.
“We close for classes when 
it is unsafe for faculty and com­
muting students to transit be­
tween their homes and our cam­
puses, if we cannot keep up 
with plowing the parking lots on 
campus or if governmental au­
thorities close roads or issue ad­
visories telling citizens to stay at
Robinson
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home,” he said. “Of course, the 
university itself remains open to 
those living and dining on cam­
pus.”
McLogan said unlike K-12 
public school districts, univer­
sities do not have a state man­
date for number of days allowed 
for snow days due to the nature 
of class work and learning envi­
ronments.
“When students miss a class 
at Grand Valley, the work - or 
the examination, if scheduled 
for that day - must still be com­
pleted,” he said. “For that rea­
son, we close only when it is ab­
solutely necessary to do so.”
The process for declaring a 
snow day is a lengthy one, said 
Ken Stanton, GVSU grounds 
supervisor. Stanton said the 
storm was the worst he had seen 
in 14 winters at GVSU.
"The decision is made 
through discussion with the vice 
president of Facilities, the exec­
utive officers of the university 
and the provost,” he said. “There 
are phone calls and e-mails that 
go back and forth. When the de­
cision is made, we follow the 
closure policy. We have to no­
tify the media and get the word 
out to everybody. There are a 
bunch of different steps that we 
go through.”
GVSU Police Department’s 
website on emergency closing 
policy states that in evaluating 
whether to close the university 
down, officials evaluate a set of 
criteria including the ability of 
the university’s road crews to 
keep campus roads and park­
ing lots cleared, the conditions 
of primary and secondary roads 
in the area and weather reports 
regarding the track of the storm 
and other conditions.
During closures, food ser­
vice buildings, Facilities Servic­
es and the Department of Public 
Safety remain open. Tim Thim- 
mesch, assistant vice president 
of Facilities Services, said prep­
arations for the storm started 
Monday and continued through 
Tuesday. University faculty 
planned ahead and scheduled 
the grounds and call-in snow re­
moval staff of maintenance and 
cusUxiial personnel for the ex­
tra work.
“Contractors were lined up to 
assist in some of the larger resi­
dence lots,” he said. “We rented 
two additional loaders to assist 
with snow removal. All supplies 
- fuel, ice melt, salt, sand - were 
topped off in preparation for a 
large storm.”
Thimmesch said facilities 
services staff worked through 
the night on the Allendale Cam­
pus Tuesday with full staffing 
and snow removal beginning 
at 3 a.m. Wednesday morning. 
Additional staff and students 
were employed for Wednesday 
to gamer faster results.
“While most people are able 
to remain at home and wait for 
the storm to subside and snow 
removal to occur, our grounds, 
custodial and maintenance stall 
make every effort to get intd 
the university to maintain ser­
vice to our students and facili­
ties,” Thimmesch said. “Several 
days - depending on addition­
al snow or blowing snow - will 
be required before cleanup from 
this storm is completed.” Safe­
ty is the university’s first prior­
ity, which makes snow removal 
after a large storm an all-hands- 
on-deck situation, Stanton said.
“There are concerns about 
people being able to drive to 
campus, being able walk to 
classes and between buildings, 
so that’s why we spend a lot 
of time cleaning the sidewalks 
up and trying to keep it down 
to the bare pavement,” he said. 
“We want to minimize person­
al injury, accidents like slipping 
and falls, things like that. We try 
to prevent these sorts of things 
as best we can. When you have 
bare sidewalks in January and 
February, that’s a pretty aggres­
sive snow removal effort... there 
are times like there when you 
can’t get it perfect, or it takes 
a couple of days to get campus 
back into shape, but we try to do 
a good job. We'll be up and run­
ning soon.”
Most of West Michigan was 
held captive in their homes and 
neighborhoods by the snow­
storm, but students like Mandel 
did not seem to mind much.
“I was trapped in a house 
with all my friends," she said. 
“It was great.”
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University to begin consideration of gender neutral housing
By Molly Waite
GVL Assistant News Editor
Originally published on 
Apr. 17, 2011
Some students at Grand 
Valley State University 
chose not to speak on April 
13 in a silence intended to 
recognize and honor the 
silenced LGBT minority for 
the national Day of Silence. 
This year, however, student 
leaders chose to direct the 
event toward the issue of 
gender neutral housing.
Senior Ben Pohl, a 
member of the student-run 
Gender Neutral Housing 
Coalition, said after the Day 
of Silence events, students 
were invited to join the 
coalition in a meeting with 
Andy Beachnau, director of 
Housing at GVSU.
“It was very fitting to have 
a meeting with Dr. Beachnau 
on the Day of Silence when 
so many students on campus 
feel silenced because of the 
current gender segregated 
housing policy,” Pohl said.
At the meeting, Pohl said 
the coalition demanded a 
genderneutralhousingoption. 
The coalition presented 
Beachnau with a proposal for 
the implementation of gender 
neutral housing on campus, 
the Student Senate resolution 
passed last month in support 
of gender neutral housing and 
more than 1,000 signatures
indicating the support of the 
GVSU community.
Pohl said Beachnau told 
the coalition members that 
he recognizes the need for 
gender neutral housing and 
would like to work toward 
implementation during fall
semester 2011.
“I indicated I would 
review the proposal and 
invite campus colleagues 
and students to join my 
staff in the proposal review 
process,” Beachnau said. 
“It is part of the university
culture to always meet with 
students about suggestions or 
concerns related to university 
regulations and policies.”
Beachnau said he plans 
to begin discussing the 
possibility of bringing gender 
neutral housing to campus
over the Spring/Summer 
semester, but no policy 
decisions have been made at 
this time.
The GNH Coalition is 
planning on meeting next with 
Jeanne Arnold, vice president 
of Inclusion and Equity,
in order to gamer further 
support for gender neutral 
housing. After speaking with 
Arnold, they intend to meet 
with President Thomas J. 
Haas and the GVSU Board of 
Trustees to ensure the future 
of gender neutral housing 
comes to fruition on GVSU’s 
campuses.
“Until we see the 
implementation of GNH, we 
are still looking for letters 
of support from student 
organizations, personal 
stories from individuals 
affected by the current 
gender segregated housing 
policy and people to sign 
the petition,” Pohl said. “It 
is now more important than 
ever for students to show 
their support.”
Pohl encouraged interested 
students, faculty and staff to 
contact the coalition to find 
out how they can become 
more involved by emailing 
gvsuforgnh@gmail.com. 
Those with questions are also 
invited to contact the student 
group.
“There is no doubt that 
because of the passion of 
GVSU’s students that GVSU 
is a positive example for the 
rest of the country,” Pohl said. 
“The movement for gender 
neutral housing shows us 
that students are capable of 
creating, positive changes on 
our campus.”
assistantnews @ lanthorn .com
Haas speaks to Michigan legislature
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor
Originally published on Mar. 2, 2011
Grand Valley State University President Thomas J. Haas drove to Lansing 
on March 2 to appeal to Gov. Rick Snyder and the Michigan legislature to 
decrease the proposed cuts to higher education in the state budget.
Snyder announced a budget proposal in February that would slash 
higher education spending by 22 percent, a move that has left students in 
panic as higher tuition fees loom. Haas’ visit to Lansing was an appeal to the 
representatives to restore funding to Michigan’s colleges and universities.
GVSU currently receives the least state funding per student at $3,775 a 
head - compared to a $5,502 per student average across the state - despite 
high enrollment and one of the lowest tuition rates in Michigan. Last summer, 
Haas testified to the House Higher Education Appropriations Committee that 
he would decrease student tuition by 5 percent if GVSU appropriations were 
raised to the floor funding level. His appeal was denied.
State Budget Director John Nixon said the education cuts are some of 
many necessary sacrifices being made by the state to get Michigan's economy 
back on track.
“We’ve made tough decisions and I would call this a very responsible 
budget,” Nixon said in a press release. “I think it’s pretty clear that we are 
done kicking the can down the road, and I think a huge part of this story is that 
we are taking the first step to addressing Michigan's burgeoning unfunded 
post-employment liabilities by putting aside $400 million in a special reserve 
fund.”
The university has made a number of cutbacks in recent years to prepare 
for the looming funding cuts from the state. Faculty and staff agreed to pay 
freezes and to finance a percentage of their health care costs to keep tuition 
increases minimal for students. Other actions have cut $7 million out of the 
university budget in each of the last two years.
In 2010 and 2009, tuition rates increased by 5.3 percent at GVSU, a rate 
below the state average.
Haas said in an e-mail to the student body that the university has been 
preparing for cutbacks and is financially stable.
“Our highest priority is to ensure that students remain able to enroll in the 
classes they need in order to graduate in a timely manner,” Haas said. “I will 
not allow reductions in state aid to compromise our academic quality nor our 
services to students.”
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Administration defends press scrutiny of salaries
Top 10 university president salaries in Michigan
©UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN$645,105
D MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY$520,000
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® WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITYJ $347,000
©EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY$309,915
\ GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
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MICHIGAN TECH UNIVERSITY
$269,000
SAGINAW VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
1 $267,150
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Pay day: Despite having the largest increase in administrative costs among Michigan's 15 public universities with a 
48.4 percent increase over five years, President Thomas J. Haas’s salary ranks 8th among the university presidents.
-0
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor
Originally published on Apr. 3, 2011
A series of local and state media reports 
in March detailing administrative salaries at 
Michigan's 15 public universities has put the 
administration of Grand Valley State University 
under public scrutiny. The most recent report in 
The Grand Rapids Press on March 29 showed 
a 48.4-percent climb in administrative costs 
GVSU in the last five years with administrative 
salaries during the 2009-2010 school year around 
$48 million.
According to a report compiled by the state 
House Fiscal Agency, that’s the sixth-highest 
among Michigan's 15 public universities, with 
more than 71 members of administration paid 
in six figures in 2010. Salaries for Preisdent 
Thomas J. Haas and Provost Gayle Davis break 
the $2(X),(XX) mark.
Matt McLogan, vice president of university 
relations, said the president’s salary is determined 
by the Board of Trustees. President Haas sets the 
salaries of administrative officers, who in turn 
set the salaries of those who report to them.
“When I read the article, 1 thought it was
maybe even deliberately-while perhaps factually
correct — conceptually quite misleading, said 
Jim Bachmeier, vice president of Hnance and 
Administration.“When someone says something 
about administrator salaries, I assume they are 
talking about people just like us over at the 
administrative buildings.”
Mclxigan said the term “administrator” 
as used by both the Detroit Free Press and 
The Grand Rapids Press includes GVSU’s 
administrative and professional employees, or 
APs. APs include all non-teaching professionals, 
such as those working in admissions, records, 
counseling, advising centers, student financial 
aid, student employment office, student life. etc.
"If they take away from that story - and 
I think it was, to the casual reader - was that 
university has larded themselves up with a 
bunch of pointy-headed administrators or gave 
them big raises, that’s just not true. We did not 
do that," Mcl^ogan said.
Dave Murray, the Grand Rapids Press journalist 
who wrote the article in question, said there were 
no concerns voiced when he spoke to members of
•
V
administration before publishing the article.
“They knew the numbers 1 had and were 
preparing to print,” Murray said. “Not once did 
any of them raise concerns about administrative 
definitions.”
Fred Antczak. Dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, addressed similar concerns in 
an email sent to members of the CLAS alumni 
board last week.
“Well, here's the tyranny of percentages,” 
Antczak’s email read. “A tyranny I usually hate 
because of the way tuition increases get reported 
at a different time of year: the already expensive 
places have bigger dollar increases, but the 
media (for reasons I can’t fathom) report only 
the percentages.
“So they’re off the hook, while institutions 
like Grand Valley that have been keeping tuition 
cots low are punished for their frugality. As we 
know, though the media evidently don’t, parents 
don’t pay percentages, they pay dollars.”
McLogan said Antczak was not speaking on 
behalf of the university, but of his own opinions 
on state appropriations, which have been a 
consistent university concern.
In 1987, 68 percent of GVSU’s budget was 
supported by state appropriations and with Gov. 
Rick Snyder’s new budget proposal, that number 
threatens to dip down to 17 percent while the 
university’s enrollment numbers continue to 
climb.
According to President Haas’ accountability 
report, enrollment has shot up 53.9 percent in 
the past 10 years, the highest growth rate among 
public universities in the state.
GVSU’s head count for Fall 2010 puts 
enrollment at more than 24,500, which 
McLogan said is one of the main contributors to 
the inflation in administrative costs - expanding 
programs and hiring more faculty and staff to 
serve the growing student body.
McLogan said AP compensation per student 
is $2,162 at GVSU while the state average is 
$4,356. which includes the number of employees 
and wages they receive.
“In other words, Grand Valley spends 50 
percent less on A P employment than the average 
Michigan public university,” he said.
He also said GVSU has held a steady ratio of 
8.2 APs per student - 25 percent fewer than the 
state average of 6.6.
Despite criticism from some Michigan
representatives, McLogan said he does not 
believe the information released will affect 
appropriations for GVSU in Snyder’s pending 
budget.
“They fully understand that Grand Valley 
has the lowest per-student funding among 
all Michigan universities, but turns in one of 
the very best performances," he said. “Grand 
Valley’s tuition is ranked ninth out of 15 - 
below the state average, and our rate of change
i
over 10 years ranks 11th. Yet our retention and 
graduation rates are at the very top, exceeded 
only by Michigan Tech. Michigan State and 
U of M. That we perform so well with so little 
funding is to be applauded.”
Links to Antzcak’s full letter to the CLAS 
Alumni Board, the President’s Accountability 
Report and the Grand Rapids Press article can be 
found online at www.lanthom.com.
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entertainment
ROMAN COMEDY TURNS
GV Theatre Department prepares
GVL Aichive / Nicole Lamson
Break a leg: Students rehearse a scene in the first act of “Braggart Soldier,” the story of a Roman soldier tricked 
by a captive woman and a slave. The play ran in the Louis Armstrong Theatre on April 1-10.
for 'Braggart Soldier' opening
Bv Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
Originally published on Mar. 30, 2011
Before the Colosseum opened in 80 A.D., 
and the Roman people went to cheer on slaves 
as they brutally hacked each other up, they loved 
to go see witty rom-coms at the local playhouse. 
“Braggart Soldier,” written by the famous 
playwright Plautus, was one such play.
Production on the play began in mid- 
February and starting April 1, Grand Valley 
State University Theatre will perform the piece 
as translated by Erich Segal.
Segal, who wrote the screenplay for The 
Beatles’ 1968 film Yellow Submarine, adapted 
‘Braggart Soldier’ the same year in his book 
“Roman Laughter: The Comedy of Plautus.” 
Hannah Nicholson, senior theater major and
stage manager, said the play will be - a very 
modem adaptation. Unlike some Shakespearian 
productions of the past, Nicholson said the 
dialogue uses everyday language, far from its 
Latin origins.
“The plot line is very simplistic,” he said. 
“And the jokes are still very relevant. The actors 
have all picked up on their characters really 
well.”
The play tells the story of a vain and cocksure 
soldier who believes himself to be the toast of 
the town. The soldier captures a young woman 
and holds her against her will; lucky for her, the 
foolhardy soldier employs a slave who owes 
allegiance to her true lover. With the help of 
a tricky old man, a plot is devised against the 
arrogant soldier and hilarity ensues.
Director Benjamin Cole, a communications 
professor at GVSU, said this play is likely one
of the oldest the program has done, but in this 
translation, it’s the physical, slap-stick comedy 
and Segal’s heightened sense of language that 
stands out.
“It’s very much like a cartoon in that we have 
such a broad physical comedy combined with 
such an intelligent script of characters playing 
tricks on each other, that following the tradition 
of comedy has a intelligent mix of both,” Cole 
said.
Cole said he thinks if you like Bugs Bunny, 
you’ll enjoy the play.
For actor Joe Cox, who will play Palaestrio, 
the best part of the production so far is seeing 
what his fellow cast members have done with 
their characterization.
“Memorization is the easiest part,” he 
said. “We’ve had some confusion on how to 
pronounce the names, but everything seems to
be coming along nicely.”
Cox said the slapstick nature of the play is 
something he's particularly fond of. Considering 
the physical nature of the play and having 
recently recovered from a bout with mono, Cox 
said all is well.
Box Office manager for the Louis Armstrong 
Theater Jack I^tne said he expects to sell more 
that 1,6(X) tickets for the show.
“Generally speaking, comedies do sell 
better than more serious dramas,” he said. “The 
biggest impact on sales is name recognition, 
but recognizable productions are also far more 
expensive to produce due to the rights and 
royalties.”
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Former Pilobolus dancer Mark Santillano in concert
GVL Archive / Kate Kaurich
Kinesthetic dance: Grand Valley students Katy Tice and Courtney Sammut practice for the 
performance. Santillano, a former Pilobus dancer, performed with students in the PAC in February.
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
Originally published on 
Feb. 23, 2011
It only takes a couple of YouTube 
videos to realize the extraordinary 
nature of the kind of dance now taught 
at Grand Valley State University.
Mark Santillano, former Pilobolus 
dancer and leader of SoMar Dance 
Works, supported by the 50th 
Anniversary Arts Committee and 
the music and dance departments, 
has taken a position as guest artist- 
in-residence at GVSU. Along with 
teaching classes, Santillano will 
perform a piece with his dance 
company.
“It’s a repertory concert,” 
Santillano said. “Its featuring 
primarily myself and my wife.”
The performance will be held at 7 
p.m. Friday in Studio Theatre 1600 at 
the Performing Arts Center.
“This is a pretty amazing year for 
dance at GVSU,” said Shawn Bible, 
assistant professor of dance. “First the 
(Martha)Graham piece ‘Appalachian 
Spring’ and now a Pilobolus guest 
artist-in-residence.”
While in residence at GVSU, 
Santillano will teach classes in 
advanced modem dance technique, 
intermediate modem dance technique 
and partnering. Each class will consist 
of movement phrases and warm-ups 
reflective of his choreographic voice.
“Santillano comes from a strong 
background of modem dance in 
which physical ity, stamina and 
artistry are paramount,” Bible 
said. “SoMar Dance Works has a 
national reputation an>und the states
due to his previous training as a 
professional dance company member 
of Pilobolus.”
Pilobolus is one of the foremost 
professional modem dance companies 
out of New York City. It has toured 
all over the world and most notably 
has performed in several television 
commercials, at the Emmys and on 
the Ellen DeGeneres Show. Many 
dance enthusiasts will recognize this 
dance company by the forms/shapes 
the dancers make.
“The dancers will make huge 
sculptures by stacking on one another 
and creating large scale objects," 
Bible said.
As well as making large forms, the 
dancers also move up and down stage 
to create the illusion of increased or 
decreased size depending on nature 
of the shape. In one Youtube clip, 
pairs of dancers come together to 
form waddling penguins. In another 
instance they mold to form the bust 
of late-night television host Conan 
O’Brien.
“SoMar Dance Works brings 
exactly this kind of contemporary 
partnering and athleticism to their 
dances,” Bible said. “While in 
residence at GVSU, they will be 
creating this ground-breaking 
choreographic vision on our students. 
They are known for morphing their 
bodies into natural and oiganic shape 
structures that seem impossible to the 
average human.”
For those not familiar with 
Pilobolus or dance, Bible said the 
non-dancer will still be able to 
identify with the sheer physicality of 
the performers.
“This type of modem dance 
demands strength and artistry,” he said.
“Every human will kinesthetically 
understand the physical requirements 
of this type of concert dance.”
Santillano continues to add to 
his storied career as a professional 
dancer, teacher and choreographer. 
He has earned several honors and 
has performed with many prestigious 
dance companies in the U.S. and 
abroad. He is a member of the Actor's 
Equity Association, a troupe that 
performed on national tours of “The 
King and I,” “West Side Story” and 
“A Chorus Line.” His choreography 
has been honored at the American 
College Dance Festival’s National 
Gala Concert and has been featured 
in several dance companies across 
the country. He has served as the 
artist-in-residence at his alma mater. 
Southwest Missouri State University, 
and he currently serves as associate 
professor of dance at Mencyhurst 
College.
While his residency at GVSU is 
relatively short, Santillano is working 
primarily with one small gnmp of 
students.
“I’m choreographing a dance 
for them, on them and that will be 
premiering Friday night,” Santillano 
said. “They will also be participating 
in c(Hiple of smaller pieces on the 
concert as well.”
Santillano said in light of his short 
residency, he’s not concerned with 
making any revelations, but because 
he comes from such a unique world 
of the dance, students here will still 
be able to come away with more 
perspective.
“In the world of the arts and 
dance, the more exposure you have 
to different styles the better,” he said.
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WGVU
By Josh Brunsting
Former GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on 
Nov. 17, 2010
Consisting of four stations spanning 
television and radio, the Grand Val­
ley State University-operated public 
broadcasting group known as WGVU 
has recieved three awards from the 
2010 MaiCom Awards’ international 
awards competition.
WGVU’s honors include a Plati­
num Award in the Brochure category 
for its “WGVU Showplace Guide,” 
an Honorable Mention in the category 
of Brochure for “WGVU - LZ Michi­
gan Program” and a Gold Award in 
the category of Marketing/Promotion 
Campaign/Special Event for its piece, 
“LZ Michigan.”
This year’s competition saw al­
most 5000 entries from throughout 
the United States, Canada and other
countries.
“MaiCom entries come from cor­
porate marketing and communication 
departments, advertising agencies, PR 
firms, design shops, production com­
panies and freelancers,” said Ed Dal- 
heim, director of MaiCom Awards. 
“The competition has grown to per­
haps the latest of its kind in the world. 
A look at the winners shows a range in 
size from individual communicators to 
media conglomerates and Fortune 500 
companies.”
Winners are chosen from more 
than 200 different categories, spanning 
seven different forms of media: mar­
keting, publications, marketing/pro­
motion , public service/pro bono, cre­
ativity and electronic/interactive. Only 
15 percent of entries win Platinum 
Awards, the competition’s top honor, 
while another 15 percent win Gold 
Awards, the second tier of awards.
“Winning this MarCom award, or 
any award, is a wonderful validation
from the marketing and communica­
tions professionals that judge these 
entries, as to the caliber and quality 
of the work that the WGVU staff cre­
ates,” said Michael Walenta, general 
manager for WGVU.
Administered by the Association 
of Marketing and Communicaton Pro­
fessionals, the MaiCom Awards are 
just one part of a much broader picture 
painted by the company.
“As part of its mission, AMCP fos­
ters and supports the efforts of creative 
professionals who contribute their 
unique talents to public service and 
charitable organizations,” Dalheim 
said. “Over the past several years, 
AMCP’s Advisory Board donated over 
$60,000 in grants to support the efforts 
of its members. That money was used 
for marketing materials for homeless 
shelters, orphanages, day camps, com­
munity theaters, art centers, programs 
for the elderly and for child care and 
educational endeavors for the under-
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Camera competence: GV student Andrew Murray films a basketball game 
in the Fieldhouse Arena for WGVU. The station broadcasts radio and TV.
privileged.”
This only 
adds to the 
weight of be­
ing a recipi­
ent of one of 
these awards, 
said Timo­
thy Eemisse, 
development 
and market­
ing manger 
for WGVU.
“We all 
have worked 
night and day 
to make the 
absolute best possible product for our 
viewers and listeners, and it is a really 
great and amazing honor to be reward­
ed for our work,” he said.
WGVU is a public broadcasting 
service, which means while it may 
be good news to receive awards, the 
funding still comes from the public it
serves. “With each donation, you are 
subject to be given a special gift,” Dal­
heim said. ”... Not only that, but you’ll 
help us continue to bring you the high­
est quality radio and television that we 
possibly can .”
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'Three Cups of Tea' author faces fraud allegations
Book used in GV's 2009 
Community Reading Project
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
Originally published on Apr. 20, 2011
Life is far from a cup of tea for author 
Greg Mortenson, whose book “Three Cups 
of Tea” has been called into question as 
sources close to Mortenson dispute its au­
thenticity.
Mortenson’s book was the Community 
Read at Grand Valley State University last 
year, and Mortenson visited the university 
last spring to speak.
Susan Mendoza, director of Undergrad­
uate Research and Integrative Learning at 
Grand Valley State University, helped orga­
nize last year’s Community Reading Project 
at Grand Valley State University, at which 
Mortenson gave a presentation. She said her 
personal reaction to the allegations was both 
intellectual and emotional.
“I am also saddened by the reports. Greg 
has served as an inspiration for many chil­
dren and adults, both locally and interna­
tionally,” Mendoza said. “The issues that 
Greg’s work raises are very real, and 1 hope 
that the public does not cast them aside as 
his story and work is discredited. To do so 
can turn the hopeful into cynics.”
Greg Mortenson claims to have built 
more than 140 children’s schools in Paki­
stan and Afghanistan. His charity, the Cen­
tral Asia Institute, has spent and received 
millions, including $100,000 from Presi­
dent Obama’s Nobel Peace Prize award and 
$75000 from fellow author Jon Krakauer.
Not long before 60 Minutes aired its 
exposure on Mortenson, Krakauer, call­
ing the CAI “Mortenson’s personal ATM 
machine,” had already withdrawn support 
and was openly opposing the authenticity of 
Mortenson’s book and calling attention to 
Mortenson’s financial dealings.
CBS news series 60 Minutes reported 
that Mortenson’s speaking engagements 
regularly net $30 XXX).
CBS visited 30 schools built by Morten­
son in Pakistan and in its report found 
roughly half of them unoccupied or used 
for some other purpose. CBS spoke to sev­
eral people from the village of Korphe, a 
small village in northeast Pakistan where
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Questionable content* Greg Mortenson speaking at Grand Valley last year. Sources close to the author, who 
built a number of children's schools in Afghanistan and Pakistan, claim some of his anecdotes were fabricated.
Mortenson claimed to have stumbled after 
separation from his climbing party during 
an attempt to climb K2, the world’s tallest 
mountain. His claims that he was held cap­
tive by the Taliban have also been called 
into question.
“I don’t know when CBS was there, but 
if it was when school was out, the schools 
would appear to be empty,” Jeff McMillan, 
Mortenson’s personal assistant, told the 
New York Times.
He said the Afghan school year began on 
March 23.
“As in any event reported by the popular 
media, it is important to note that the truth 
is in the middle and is rarely unveiled,” she 
said. “Until there is an ability for all voices 
to be heard, including Greg’s voice and the 
staff of CAI (Central Asia Institute), I am 
still listening and trying to understand the 
complexities and contradiction of the points 
and counter points.”
The Community Reading Project re­
ceives book recommendations from both 
the GVSU community and partners.
Mendoza said “Three Cups of Tea” was 
recommended by a class at GVSU that stud­
ied global issues. The book was reviewed by 
the CRP committee and community part­
ners based on the program’s selection crite­
ria. At the point the book was selected, more 
than 100 community organizations, public 
libraries, universities and colleges had used 
“Three Cups of Tea,” she said.
While Mortenson was visiting GVSU, 
Mendoza said his lectures in both Holland
and Allendale were well received by the 
community.
“He took care in responding to high 
school student questions at the Holland lec­
ture,” she said. “After the Allendale lecture, 
he signed books until 1:30 a.m. He also pur­
chased stacks of books to give to students 
and community members who were wait­
ing to meet him. He took the time to speak 
with nearly everyone, to hear their stories 
and hear how his story inspired them.”
In addition to review by the CPR Com­
mittee, Medoza said committee members 
contact universities and libraries that have 
used the books in the past for planning pur­
poses, but also to have a better understand­
ing of the quality of the lecture and the sub­
sequent campus dialogue.
The larger issue in the investigation of 
“Three Cups of Tea” is the extent to which 
it has been incorporated to U.S. Military op­
erations. For Afghanistan-bound soldiers, it 
is required reading.
The New York Times reported that top 
Pentagon officials did not respond to the ac­
cusations, but maintained that they still sup­
port his work.
“We continue to believe in the logic of 
what Greg is trying to accomplish in Af­
ghanistan and Pakistan because we know 
the powerful effects that education can have 
on eroding the root causes of extremism,” 
said a military official, who asked not to be 
named under ground rules imposed by the 
Pentagon.
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The Vagina Monologues: 10 years of a global effort at GV
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Vagina warriors: Two students perform in last year's staging of'The Vagina Monologues' 
at GVSU. This year's show marked a decade of performances at the university.
Women break 
free from silence 
of domestic, 
sexual abuse
By Rebekah Young
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on 
Feb. 9, 2011
What do you think about your 
vagina?
Thisisthequestion playwright 
and activist Eve Ensler poses at 
the beginning of her provocative 
1994 production, “The Vagina 
Monologues,” which explores 
various stories about the female 
experience.
Grand Valley State Universi­
ty celebrates its 10th production 
of the monologues with V-Week, 
aimed to bring light to women’s 
sexuality and issues such as rape, 
battery and incest. The Women’s 
Center has placed tables in Kirk- 
hof Center to raise awareness 
and funds to combat violence 
against women and girls.
V-Week leads up to GVSU’s 
student and volunteer-organized 
production of the monologues. 
This year’s performances, 
backed by a team of 75 activ­
ists including students, staff and 
community members, took place
on Feb. II and 12 in the Field- 
house.
“Half of the world’s popula­
tion has a vagina,” said Anna 
Bennett, administrative chair for 
the event. “These stories aren’t 
really all that ‘out there’ when 
you stop to think about it. They 
just focus on topics that people 
usually don’t talk about.”
The monologues, which En­
sler compiled from the stories of 
more than 200 women she inter­
viewed, cover a broad range of 
topics including sexuality, abuse 
and female empowerment.
“There isn’t one general 
theme or story line - it’s just 
women sharing their stories,” 
Bennett said. “Some are funny, 
and some are very hard to hear. 
It’s really the full range of emo­
tions and experiences.”
Since its first run in New York 
theaters, the play has sparked the 
global effort of the non-profit V- 
Day charity to support victims 
of violence and sexual abuse.
Kirsten Zeiter, special proj­
ects chair, described the mono­
logues as a collection of stories 
to change the overall story of 
women, which she said has been 
mostly silent so far. The purpose 
of the show is to give women a 
voice.
“Issues facing women world­
wide are diverse, but the silence 
is almost universal,” Zeiter said. 
“For different cultural reasons, 
these issues aren’t talked about
it a lot of places. This gives 
women a moment to shout, met­
aphorically and literally, to get 
people aware. It’s uncomfort­
able for people at first, but we’re 
raising the awareness needed to 
break the silence and bring real 
solutions.”
The V-Day spotlight piece is 
“Myriam Merlet,” which pays 
tribute to Merlet and other activ­
ists in Haiti. The spotlight piece 
selected for GVSU’s production 
is “They Beat the Girl Out of My 
Boy... Or So They Tried,” which 
recognizes the transgender com­
munity.
Tickets for the show were $ 10 
for students and $20 for non­
students. Proceeds from V-Week 
and “The Vagina Monologues” 
will go to the GVSU Women’s 
Center, the YWCA of West Cen­
tral Michigan and the Center for 
Women in Transition. They will 
also support the V-Day Spotlight 
cause, the Democratic Republic 
of Congo.
Despite its title and subject 
matter, Ensler’s play is not just 
for female audiences.
“I really feel like ‘The Vagina 
Monologues’ has something for 
everybody,” Bennett said. “Not 
everyone will relate to every 
monologue, but the show defi­
nitely opens your eyes to dif­
ferent issues women face and is 
very educational and empower­
ing.”
ryoung @ lanthorn .com
GV Opera Theatre partners with GR Ballet
Iconic children's tales part of new, family-friendly opera and ballet performances in PAC
By Josh Brunsting
Former QVL Staff Writer
Originally published on Feb. 16, 2011
Mother Goose may be known for 
her nursery rhymes, but thanks to the 
GVSU Opera Theatre and the Grand 
Rapids Ballet, her iconic stories will 
be getting the stage treatment.
The two groups are coming to­
gether to bring both “Mother Goose” 
and “The Boy Who Wouldn’t Do His 
Homework” to the stage in the form 
of a ballet and opera performance, re­
spectively.
Including famous stories like “Beau­
ty And The Beast,” “Tom Thumb" and 
“Sleeping Beauty,” music shall play a 
backdrop to these family-friendly nar­
ratives.
‘“Mother Goose’is a ballet danced 
by GR Ballet, Patricia Barker, Acting 
Artistic Director and Choreographer,” 
said Dale Schriemer, artistic director 
of Opera Theatre at GVSU. “‘The Boy 
who wouldn’t do his Homework’ is an 
opera performed by GVSU Opera The­
atre, directed by Isabel Milenski, and 
music director James Barnett.”
Both pieces were written by famed 
French composer Maurice Ravel, best 
known for his distinct style of impres­
sionist music, which has become whol­
ly his own.
Of the cast, 18 students are perform­
ing, and will be taking on more than 20 
roles, according to Schriemer.
“As Artistic Director of OT, I have 
wanted to do this opera here for many 
years,” he said. “But all the pieces did 
not fall together until this year.”
While most people have heard the 
tales in “Mother Goose,” “The Boy 
Who Wouldn’t Do His Homework” 
may not be as well known to many in 
the audience.
The opera tells the story of a young 
boy, who after being yelled at by his 
mother, destroys the room surround­
ing him. The unhappy items in his 
room begin to come to life, and shun 
the rude boy for the damage that he’s 
done to them. Crying for his mother, 
the objects turn, begin to attack, until 
they see one of them injured. The boy 
saves the animal, and the fellow ani­
mals change their minds and sing about 
the goodness of the lead.
“The great thing about the opera.
which is originally written in French, 
but sung here in English translation, 
is both great music and a great story,” 
said Schriemer “The music has the 
same imaginative qualities of the story 
and switches quickly from one idea to 
the next, paralleling the story line.”
The performance will also bring in 
some outside talent to help bring these 
stories to life.
“Isabel Milenski and James Barnett 
are guest artists who come just for this 
project,” said Schriemer. “Isabel has 
a long list of accomplishments, hav­
ing directed in LA, Cincinnati, New 
York City, etc. This is her 4th produc­
tion with GVSU. James Barnett is new 
to GVSU, having just completed his 
Doctorate at University of Minnesota 
in piano. Both are highly skilled artists 
and understand the need for excellence 
and good training for our students.”
The ballet was performed at the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre on the Allen­
dale Campus on Feb. 25, 26 and 27.
Tickets were $20 for general 
admission, $15 for seniors and $10 for 
children and students.
jbrunsting@lanthorn.com
Courtesy Photo / mlive.com 
Artistic partnership: Members of the Grand Rapids Ballet perform in “The 
Nutcracker.'The ballet company partnered with Grand Valley Opera Theatre 
students in "Mother Goose" and "The Boy Who Wouldn't Do His Homework."
'Founding' makes history in GV Theatre
GV's story unfolds in creative collaboration of writing, theatre departments
By Elijah Brumback
GVL A&E Editor
Originally published on Nov. 22, 20/0
The final show of “Founding,” a play written and directed 
by Grand Valley State University students, dropped the last 
curtain of very well-received production run on Nov. 20 at 
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Jack Lane, the box office manager for the theater said 
numbers of patrons during the productions length had re­
mained at an average of around 150 per night.
“Well the theater can hold about 480 people,” he said. “On 
opening night we filled about three-quarters of the seats.”
Turnout for Saturday’s closing performance were predict­
ably more modest, hovering around 100.
“New plays are always a challenge trying to fill seats,” 
Lane said, referencing the success of previous productions 
“Appalachian Spring” and “As You Like It.” “I think the suc­
cess of this play is a real reflection on the work the students 
have put into it.”
While GVSU continues to celebrate its 50th anniversary 
with the remainder of its Fall Arts Celebration, “Founding” 
has set a benchmark in the growth and history of theater at 
GVSU as the first ever “all student” main stage show.
If the production had to describe itself in one defining 
word, it would almost certainly be “experience.” As cast and 
crew struggled with the mixed and removed ideas of tell­
ing a university’s story in a theater, it clearly became less an 
abstraction of process and more an entanglement with try­
ing to extract the distinct nature of student-oriented college 
culture.
From interpreting the heady and inexplicable emotion of 
the JFK assassination to conveying the modem day complexi­
ties of student lives at Grand Valley, the writers and directors 
had lots of unique history to bum through. And while the idea 
of telling a story by having characters explain the same story
I
GVL Archive I Eric Coulter
Theatricality: School of Communications professor Ben Cole performs in'Founding,'a 
student-written play about the early years of GVSU. The play debuted in November.
is not an unfamiliar tool in contemporary theater, it made 
“Founding” appealing through the use of backhanded humor 
and classic student stereotypes.
It was a production full of caricatures including boozing
(
beneficiaries, hippies in a cornfield and melancholy pro­
fessors. Dry wit littered the dialogue and propagated sev­
eral fits of laughter from the crowd.
By run’s end on Saturday, this cast and crew had found 
a well-worn rhythm to their lines and mannerisms, which 
translated into a successful, confident final performance, 
something these students won’t easily forget.
“I’m very proud of it,” said co-director Arielle Lever- 
ett. “Everyone has grown through the production, it’s a 
very different show from what it was opening night and 
I’m very happy.”
Leverett said the run had found itself taking shape 
around many of the cast members finding their own take 
on the characters without the guidance of the directors.
“I’m already nostalgic,” said Sophie Ni who played 
the role of Mimi, a capricious yet timid theater lover. 
“We (the cast), like any show, went through a period of 
time where we were like, ‘Oh my goodness, are we re­
ally going to do this? Is it going to be any good?’ and 
having just completed the final show it really feels ... 
euphoric.”
Professor Frank Boring, who played several charac­
ters including former university President Arend Lub­
bers, said that judgments can be made off of one single 
performance.
“My background is in the theater so every show is dif­
ferent,” he said. “One night nobody laughs at a line you 
think they’re going to laugh at and the next night they 
laugh at it.”
Boring said this production was a real testament to 
the student’s ability to write, direct and act in a full-scale 
theater operation.
“The experiment was, can students really do this, and 
perform in the main stage,” he said. “Their (students’) 
enthusiasm really inspired those of us who were asked to play 
older characters to do better.”
arts @ lanthorn .com
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY GAINS
FIRST NATIONAL TITLE
Fresh success: Freshman Brianna Hewett celebrates the
By Lauren Fitch
Former QVL Editor in Chief
Originally published on Dec. 5, 2010
Though the course at the NCAA Division II 
National Championship race in Louisville, Ky., 
was just six kilometers long for the women, 
much more went into Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s first-place effort than the 22 minutes it took 
the entire team to make it across the finish line.
For the student athletes, training for this cross 
country season began in July. The hundreds of 
miles, numerous workouts and five previous 
races this season were all in preparation for the 
national meet.
Associate head coach Joe Lynn has invested 
the past four years into the team and helped de­
vise the training plan that resulted in this year’s 
victory. Head coach Jerry Baltes has been work­
ing toward a national championship even longer 
as he has spent 12 years building the program, 
modifying his training strategy and doing what­
ever he can to ensure each year’s team reaches its 
potential for success.
The culmination of all these efforts was fi­
nally realized on Saturday as the women’s cross 
country team claimed its first national title in 
school history.
//
We knew if we came 
out and took care of 
business (on Saturday), 
that we were the best 
team in the country. //
-Joe Lynn
Associate Head Coach
‘Twelve years seems like a long time," Baltes 
said. “We’ve had a lot of great student athletes 
come through to lay the groundwork- the foun­
dation- a lot of great assistant coaches and great 
administration. It’s not a one-person, one-team 
entity, it’s a total commitment from everyone 
involved ... I’m thankful that we got this one to­
day.”
Coming off a second-place finish at the 2009 
National Championship meet, the women used 
that defeat to fuel their determination behind this 
year’s win.
“I think we’ve got a lot of upperclassmen 
who have stuck with the program and believed 
in the program and believed in each other and, 
most importantly, in themselves," Baltes said. 
“We’ve got a lot of great runners. We’ve got a lot 
of kids who have worked really, really hard and 
put themselves in a great position.”
Going into the meet, the coaches encouraged 
the athletes to get to the front of the pack and es­
tablish a good position early in the race. Overall, 
they stressed staying relaxed and having confi­
dence in the training up to that point.
“We knew if we came out and took care of 
business (on Saturday), that we were the best 
team in the country,” Lynn said. “We just had to 
come out and do it (.Saturday), and that’s what 
it’s all about.”
Senior Katherine McCarthy led the Leakers 
across the national line for the second year in 
a row with a time of 21 minutes, 10.6 seconds, 
which was good for fourth place overall in the
GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson 
women's first national victory in Louisville, Ky. 
field of 187 runners. Senior Megan Maceratini 
(21:343) was next in for GVSU followed by ju­
nior Rebecca Winchester (21:50.9), senior Kylen 
Cieslak (21:56.9), junior Julia Nowak (22:01.0), 
sophomore Monica Kinney (22:03.6) and junior 
Jessie Vickers (22:09.0). Junior Neely Spence 
from Shippensbeig won the race with a time of 
20:412.
McCarthy agreed with the coaches saying 
it was the women’s desire to win this year that 
made the difference compared to their perfor­
mances in previous years.
“The team has improved immensely,” she 
said. “... We have a lot of positive attitudes and 
pushed each other a lot at practice. I think we all 
knew this was our year to do it and to get what 
we wanted.”
Crossing the finish line and realizing they had 
won the national title was an emotional time for 
the team as their families, friends, coaches and 
the rest of their teammates gathered around the 
finish area cheering while the women recovered. 
McCarthy said it was that moment that will be 
the most memorable of the whole experience.
“Having everyone at that finish line was the 
best moment, I think, ever. Having everyone 
there to support you and know you did well- it’s 
unreal. Everyone was cheering and it was just a 
great moment,” she said. “1 was thinking this is 
my last cross country race and I need to give it all 
I have. When I crossed the finish line I just started 
crying because of the emotion of it being my last 
race ... I had no idea how we had placed, I was 
just really happy.”
GVSU had to battle adverse conditions en 
route their championship title with freezing tem­
peratures and snow covering the course on race 
day. Kinney and Winchester were also dealing 
with nagging injuries that affected their training 
in the weeks leading up to the meet. Neither of 
them raced at the NCAA Midwest Regional meet 
on Nov. 20 in an effort to save themselves for the 
national race.
Winchester was suffering from a knee injury 
and had to scale back her mileage and even take 
a few days off to try and recover in time for the 
race. In addition to the physical challenges, she 
said it was also mentally difficult to push through 
the pain and keep going.
“Every time I felt like giving up, I thought 
about being all-American and winning,” Win­
chester said. Her goals were realized as the whole 
team earned all-American honors, which go to 
the top 40 competitors in each race.
Lori Buigess, a fifth-year member of the 
team, was among the group cheering for the run­
ners at the meet, and she said she was proud of 
the women who raced.
“It’s been really cool to be a part of this team 
for five years,” she said. “It’s an awesome team 
to be a part of and they deserve it. I’m very happy 
for everyone involved. We finally got the vic­
tory.”
For Baltes, too, the season will be a memo­
rable one.
“About halfway (through the race), 1 turned to 
Joe and a couple of kids and said, ‘At this point 
we’ve just got to stay solid and not self-destruct,”’ 
he said. “There were seven great efforts. I was 
just thrilled for the ladies and their accomplish­
ments and their efforts.”
Finishing behind the Lakers, who won with 
66 points, was Western State in second place (95 
points) and Adams State in third (98 points).
sports@lanthomxom
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GV DOMINATES PLAYOFF FIELD FOR
BACK-TO-BACK CHAMPIONSHIP
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
Originally published on Dec. 5, 2010
One of the hardest achievement in sports is 
to win a national championship, but in the year 
after when everyone is gunning to take down the 
defending champion, it becomes even more dif­
ficult to win a second one.
But on Saturday in Louisville, Ky., the Grand 
Valley State University women’s soccer team 
made it look easy.
The GVSU women completed their domina­
tion of the NCAA Division II tournament field 
on the campus of Bellarmine University, scor­
ing twice in each half against the University of 
Califomia-San Diego to clinch a second national 
championship in as many years.
But it wasn’t the program’s back-to-back 
titles that made the achievement unique, it was 
they way the Lakers won. The team set NCAA 
records for shutouts in a season (21) and goals 
in the NCAA tournament (17). The team did 
not surrender a goal in any of its five playoff 
games.
“We sure were playing well,” said GVSU 
head coach Dave Dilanni. “At the end of the 
year, you want to peak. You want to play as best 
as you can as you go on. Soccer is a game about 
momentum, and when you get on a run, you get 
that momentum and you’re feeling good about 
it, it’s difficult to stop that.”
Erin Mruz kicked off the scoring early in the 
first half, knocking a Kayla Addison cross out of 
mid-air and into the left side of the net to give 
the leakers the only goal they would really need. 
Sophomore goalkeeper Chelsea Parise notched 
her 17th shutout of the year but was not threat­
ened by a single shot on target during the game.
“We’ve had high expectations from last year 
to this year, and it’s nice to see that we can ex­
ceed those expectations and standards,” Parise
said. “It’s hard to do back-to-back. It was a hard­
er struggle this season. It feels great to be able to 
get it done.’’
The Lakers finish the season with 93 goals 
for and 5 goals against, which was tops in the 
NCAA in both categories.
“It’s all about how hard we worked this 
year,” said senior Jaleen Dingledine. “We had 
a very bumpy road here, and in my four years, 
this was the bumpiest. At the end of practice, 
we’d come together. At the end of games, we’d 
come together. And this just validates ail that. It 
validates how competitive we are, how much we 
care for one another, how much we care for the 
program, and I couldn’t ask for anything more 
right now.”
It was Dingledine who hammered the final 
nail into the coffin after Califomia-San Diego 
pressured heavily starting the second half when 
the Tritons trailed 2-0. Dingledine took a bad 
angle shot from the right side of the box but was 
able to tuck it by the Triton goalie for a goal in 
her last game as a leaker.
“It’s definitely a great way to end my career,” 
she said. “Just a win in general is icing on the 
cake. It was a great game, and I couldn't be hap­
pier to be a part of Grand Valley and win the 
way we did.”
The Lakers are the first team to repeat as Na­
tional Champions since the team they beat, Cal- 
ifomia-San Diego, did it in 2000-2001. It was 
the second title in program history and the ninth 
overall for GVSU athletics after women's cross 
country captured the eighth just a few hours ear­
lier on Saturday.
“The run we’ve had, especially with the tour­
nament, not giving up a goal has been fantas­
tic,” Dilanni said. “All the other stuff - we’ll 
look back afterwards and go, 'Wow, we didn’t 
give up a goal this whole tournament.’ That's 
quite a record, but the trophy is what we really 
wanted.”
sports @ lanthorn .com
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Trophy time: Senior Jaleen Dingledine outmatches her opponent during the national championship game on Dec. 4. The 
women's soccer team dominated the University of Califomia-San Diego to earn their second-consecutive national title.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY GAINS
FIRST NATIONAL TITLE
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Fresh success: Freshman Brianna Hewett celebrates the
By Lauren Fitch
Former GVL Editor in Chief
Originally published on Dec. 5, 2010
lliough the course at the NCAA Division II 
National Championship race in Louisville, Ky., 
was just six kilometers long for the women, 
much more went into Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s first-place effort than the 22 minutes it took 
the entire team to make it across the finish line.
For the student athletes, training for this cross 
country season began in July. The hundreds of 
miles, numerous workouts and five previous 
races this season were all in preparation for the 
national meet.
Associate head coach Joe Lynn has invested 
the past four years into the team and helped de­
vise the training plan that resulted in this year’s 
victory. Head coach Jerry Baltes has been work­
ing toward a national championship even longer 
as he has spent 12 years building the program, 
modifying his training strategy and doing what­
ever he can to ensure each year’s team reaches its 
potential for success.
The culmination of all these efforts was fi­
nally realized on Saturday as the women’s cross 
country team claimed its first national title in 
school history.
//
We knew if we came 
out and took care of 
business (on Saturday), 
that we were the best
team in the country. //
-Joe Lynn
Associate Head Coach
“Twelve years seems like a long time,” Baltes 
said. “We’ve had a lot of great student athletes 
come through to lay the groundwork- the foun­
dation- a lot of great assistant coaches and great 
administration. It’s not a one-person, one-team 
entity, it’s a total commitment from everyone 
involved ... I’m thankful that we got this one to­
day.”
Coming off a second-place finish at the 2(X)9 
National Championship meet, the women used 
that defeat to fuel their determination behind this 
year's win.
“I think we've got a lot of upperclassmen 
who have stuck with the program and believed 
in the program and believed in each other and, 
most importantly, in themselves,” Baltes said. 
“We’ve got a lot of great runners. We’ve got a lot 
of kids who have worked really, really hard and 
put themselves in a great position.”
Going into the meet, the coaches encouraged 
the athletes to get to the front of the pack and es­
tablish a gcxxl position early in the race. Overall, 
they stressed staying relaxed and having confi­
dence in the training up to that point.
“We knew if we came (Hit and took care of 
business (on Saturday), that we were the best 
team in the country,” Lynn said. “We just had to 
come out and do it (Saturday), and that's what 
it’s all about.”
Senior Katherine McCarthy led the Lakers 
across the national line for the second year in 
a now with a time of 21 minutes. 10.6 seconds, 
which was good for fourth place overall in the
IF YOU SIGN TODAY!
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women's first national victory in Louisville, Ky. 
field of 187 runners. Senior Megan Maceratini 
(21:34.3) was next in for GVSU followed by ju­
nior Rebecca Winchester (21:50.9), senior Kylen 
Cieslak (21:56.9), junior Julia Nowak (22:01.0), 
sophomore Monica Kinney (22:03.6) and junior 
Jessie Vickers (22:09.0). Junior Neely Spence 
from Shippensberg won the race with a time of 
20:412.
McCarthy agreed with the coaches saying 
it was the women’s desire to win this year that 
made the difference compared to their perfor­
mances in previous years.
“The team has improved immensely,” she 
said. “... We have a lot of positive attitudes and 
pushed each other a lot at practice. I think we all 
knew this was our year to do it and to get what 
we wanted.”
Crossing the finish line and realizing they had 
won the national title was an emotional time for 
the team as their families, friends, coaches and 
the rest of their teammates gathered around the 
finish area cheering while the women recovered. 
McCarthy said it was that moment that will be 
the most memorable of the whole experience.
“Having everyone at that finish line was the 
best moment, I think, ever. Having everyone 
there to support you and know you did well- it’s 
unreal. Everyone was cheering and it was just a 
great moment,” she said. “I was thinking this is 
my last cross country race and I need to give it all 
I have. When I crossed the finish line I just started 
crying because of the emotion of it being my last 
race ... I had no idea how we had placed, I was 
just really happy.”
GVSU had to battle adverse conditions en 
route their championship title with freezing tem­
peratures and snow covering the course on race 
day. Kinney and Winchester were also dealing 
with nagging injuries that affected their training 
in the weeks leading up to the meet. Neither of 
them raced at the NCAA Midwest Regional meet 
on Nov. 20 in an effort to save themselves for the 
national race.
Winchester was suffering from a knee injury 
and had to scale back her mileage and even take 
a few days off to try and recover in time for the 
race. In addition to the physical challenges, she 
said it was also mentally difficult to push through 
the pain and keep going.
“Every time I felt like giving up, I thought 
about being all-American and winning,” Win­
chester said. Her goals were realized as the whole 
team earned all-American honors, which go to 
the top 40 competitors in each race.
Lori Burgess, a fifth-year member of the 
team, was among the group cheering for the run­
ners at the meet, and she said she was proud of 
the women who raced.
“It’s been really cool to be a part of this team 
for five years,” she said. “It’s an awesome team 
to be a part of and they deserve it. I’m very happy 
for everyone involved. We finally got the vic­
tory.”
For Baltes. too. the season will be a memo­
rable one.
“About halfway (through the race), I turned to 
Joe and a couple of kids and said, ‘At this point 
we’ve just got to stay solid and not self-destruct,’’’ 
he said. “There were seven great efforts. I was 
just thrilled for the ladies and their accomplish­
ments and their efforts.”
Finishing behind the Leakers, who won with 
66 points, was Western State in second place (95 
points) and Adams State in third (98 points).
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Murphy sets Divison II record 
for women's weight toss
Throw of 67-5 best in Division II history, 5th best in NCAA history
By Kevin VanAntwerpen
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on Jan. JO, 20II
Grand Valley State University thrower Liz 
Murphy set a new NCAA Division II record 
for the weight toss field event on Friday during 
the Lakers’ two-day trip to Bloomington, Ind.
“It just looked perfect from the start,” 
said runner Kayla Vallan, who witnessed the 
throw. “She let go and it just flew. It was crazy. 
Everyone was cheering her on, clapping and 
pumping her up.”
The sophomore's throw reached a distance 
of 67-5, breaking her previous personal best 
of 62- II 1/2. It was not only the new Division 
II record, but also the fifth-best throw in 
NCAA history.
“I’ve been practicing a lot and I knew it 
was coming, but I never expected it to be that 
far,” Murphy said.
The trip also saw three runners qualify for 
the NCAA Indoor National conferences in the 
800-meter run. Junior Monica Kinney and 
Senior Katherine McCarthy both hit NCAA 
provisional marks for the first time this 
season with times of 2 minutes, 12.49 seconds 
and 2:14.20, respectively. Junior Chanelle
Caldwell topped her 
previous provisional marks 
with a time of 2:14.29
Despite setting records 
and hitting qualifying 
marks, not every story from 
the weekend was a success 
story - senior Kayla Vallar 
had originally set out to 
break the NCAA Division .DDUV
II record in the distance MURPHY 
medley of 11:24 but fell short by a mere five 
seconds.
“It’s an eye opener when you go out there 
and perform to the best of your abilities and 
you know you have to perform better,” she 
said. “But you can’t let it discourage you. You 
have to go out and do it again.”
The meet was held at Indiana University in 
Bloomington, Ind.,and saw the approximately 
55 members of the women’s track and field 
teams competing against the likes of both 
Division I and Division II teams, including 
Lincoln University,the University of Michigan 
and Notre Dame University.
Overall, the meet found the Lakers in good 
shape, said GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes. He 
said it’s simply one way to prepare the team 
for the ultimate goal - winning nationals.
Courtesy Photo / Liz Murphy
Tossing the record aside: GVSU sophomore thrower Liz Murphy throws during a past meet. Murphy recorded a 
new weight toss in January, beating her personal best of 62-11 1/2 as well as the previous Division II record.
“It’s the best competition we've faced 
so far,” he said. “That’s why we go to these 
meets - to get NCAA qualifiers, but also to get 
used to the pressure so that whether we're at 
a conference or at nationals, we’re prepared. 
Some kids handled it really well, some melted 
under the pressure a little bit.”
As for nationals this year, the Lakers 
believe they have a clean shot. They’re
currently ranked No. 1 in NCAA Division 
II and have qualified players for nationals in 
almost every event.
“It’s to the point where we’re thinking, 
‘We can really win this,”’ Vallar said.
The next track and field meet will pit Grand 
Valley State University against Saginaw 
Valley State University in Saginaw on Feb. 4.
kvanantwerpen @ lanthorn .com
Shooks records hole-in-one on par-three
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Senior Reporter
Originally published on 
Sep. 27,2010
Recording a hole-in-one 
is not something you see ev­
ery day, and that makes the 
event even more special. It is 
estimated that PGA star Tiger 
Woods has notched 18 aces 
in his 14-year pro career. In 
more than thousands of holes 
of golf, even the greatest has 
trouble reaching a feat such as 
a hole-in-one.
While he may not be
Woods, Grand Valley State 
University junior golfer Tra­
vis Shooks achieved that same 
hole-in-one exhilaration at 
the Great Lakes Region Invi­
tational No. 1, played at the 
Hawkshead Country Club in 
South Haven, Mich., on Sept. 
20.
“From leaving it on the edge 
to flying one in and out. I’d 
pretty much done everything 
but make one,” said Shooks, 
who played a year at Grand 
Rapids Community College 
prior to coming to GVSU. “It 
was a shock. You never really 
expect for the ball to actually
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go in, but I hit a good shot and 
it took nice bounce and rolled 
in.”
As easy as it sounds com­
ing from the golfer himself, 
aces have been a rarity in the 
GVSU program. Head golf 
coach Don Underwood has 
been coaching at GVSU for 
17 years, and Shooks’ shot is 
believed to be the first hole-in- 
one in school history.
“Being right there, it was 
exciting to watch the ball roll 
into the hole,” Underwood 
said. “It was a good shot, and 
we’re happy for Travis.”
The lead-up to Shooks’ 
shot on the 177-yard, par- 
three sixth hole was one that 
can help any golfer’s game - 
success.
“I had just made four 
birdies in a row, so 1 was 
pretty confident going into 
the hole,” said Shooks, who 
finished the first round with a 
school-record tying score of 
66. “The pin was in a good 
spot, and I just thought about 
getting myself within 10 feet
to make another birdie.”
Shooks’ shot, which came 
with his coach at his side, was 
as close to the status-quo as 
golf shots come. The discus­
sion before was short: a debate 
between using Shooks’ favor­
ite club, his seven iron or an 
eight iron. The decision was 
easy; go with what was most 
comfortable.
The conditions were per­
fect, the swing was perfect 
and, finally, the result was 
perfect as the ball bounced 
close to the hole and rolled in. 
Emotions ran high following 
Shooks’ shot, a danger that 
Underwood said can ruin a 
round.
“I was very impressed with 
the way he kept it under con­
trol,” he said. “It’s something 
that can take a player out of 
their comfort zone, but he 
paired the next four holes and 
then made another birdie. He 
handled it great.”
Along with congratulations 
from his coach and others 
around the tee box, teammate
Chase Olsen was also able to 
witness the historic shot first­
hand.
“I hit my drive onto his tee 
box, so I actually saw it from 
10 feet away,” said Olsen, 
who finished the tournament 
tied for sixth. “I was excited 
for him, and the shot itself was 
exciting, too.”
Aside from the fact that 
Shooks’ hole-in-one helped 
him to a record score and the 
team to a third-place finish 
at the tournament, the idea 
of luck being involved was 
not something he shied away 
from. Shooks said he felt it 
was a case of being in the right 
place at the right time.
“Getting an ace is just hit­
ting a good shot, but 1 do think 
luck is involved too,” Shooks
said. “Just trying to make a 
hole-in-one isn’t going to do 
it, you need to get the right 
roll. I’d say it’s about 75 per­
cent hitting a good shot and 25 
percent luck.”
Luck or not, Shooks is still 
the first player in school histo­
ry to record an ace. The typical 
weekend golfer would cherish 
a hole-in-one for the rest of his 
or her life, and that feeling is 
no different for a college ath­
lete like Shooks.
“I’ll always remember it — 
I can tell everyone I’ve made 
one now too,” he said. “It 
seems like everyone else I play 
with has gotten one, so now 
we’re all even. Plus, it feels 
good to get it in a tournament 
where it actually counts.”
sports @ lanthorn xom
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Unforgettable shot: Travis Shooks (pictured) carded a hole-in-one last fall.
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Congratulations Graduates!
Carrabba’s will be opening early for your 
convenience on April 30th.
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i Lakers record 10 sacks
c
t»
Football defense holds Colorado Mines to 
-56 rushing yards, ties single-game record
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Team support: Jovonne Augustus celebrates as teammates hold him up after running a touchdown against Colorado 
Mines. The football team finished the season with an 11 -2 record after a second-round playoff defeat to Augustana.
in 35-13 playoff victory
By Cody Eding
Former GVL Sports Editor
Originally published on 
Nov. 21, 2010
In the week preceding 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity’s first-round playoff game, 
head coach Matt Mitchell said 
the Lakers would need to be 
successful in many different 
defensive packages to pull 
out a victory against Colorado 
School of Mining.
Mission accomplished.
The No. 6 .Lakers (11-1) 
kept quarterback Clay Garcia 
and the rest of the potent CSM 
offense under wraps as GVSU 
came away with a decisive 35- 
13 victory at Lubbers Stadium 
Saturday.
“We ran a lot of coverages,” 
said Mitchell after his team 
advanced to face Augustana 
College (S.D.) next weekend. 
“We used the full NCAA allot­
ment this week on defense to 
make sure our guys were ready 
to go. We were having a lot of 
meetings, and our call sheet 
was pretty big. But we felt like 
that’s what we needed to do in 
order to slow down their at­
tack.”
Garcia, a candidate for the 
Harlon Hill Trophy, which is 
awarded annually to the best 
player in Division II, looked 
average thanks to the pres­
sure GVSU laid on him from 
all angles. The leakers sacked 
Garcia 10 times, tying a GVSU 
single-game record.
Mines finished with -56 
yards rushing due to the sacks.
a single-game playoff record 
for the GVSU defense.
“We wanted to be able to 
go one-on-one outside, and 
we weren’t able to do that and 
make the throws,” said Mines 
head coach Bob Stitt. “We had 
a couple situations that we 
didn’t make the catches. We 
make the catches, we move the 
chains and maybe it’s a differ­
ent story.”
Red-shirt freshman line­
backer Luther Ware led the de­
fensive charge with 3.5 sacks 
- the third highest single-game 
total in GVSU history. Senior 
linebacker Justin Victor added 
three sacks, sophomore de­
fensive end Ryan Pettis had 
two sacks and senior defen­
sive lineman Nick Lawrence 
notched 1.5 sacks.
“Give credit to the defen­
sive line,” Victor said. “They 
were creating a lot of oppor­
tunities for me and Luther to 
make plays. We were basically 
kind of reading off and fitting 
off what they were doing and 
getting to the quarterback. I 
felt like we did a good job of 
flying around and getting to 
the quarterback and getting a 
lot of pressure on him.”
The offense successfully 
knifed through a stout Mines 
defense thanks in large part to 
the play of senior quarterback 
Kyle McMahon. Playing in his 
first playoff game as a member 
of the Lakers, McMahon had a 
hand in all five GVSU touch­
downs and completed 13 of his 
22 passes for 216 yards and 
three touchdowns. The only 
blemish of McMahon’s day
was a second-quarter inter­
ception in the end zone when 
Mines comerback Bunmi Ad- 
etutu wrestled the ball away 
from senior wide receiver 
Ryan Bass.
GVSU pounded into Mines’ 
defense using a combination of 
McMahon,senior running back 
Justin Sherrod and sophomore 
running back Norman Shuford 
to move the ball on the ground. 
The trio wore down the defen­
sive front in the second half 
and opened up opportunities 
for passing plays down field 
- opportunities on which the 
Lakers capitalized.
“We just kept hammering 
the ball away, which finally 
opened up the passing game,” 
McMahon said. “That’s what 
we expected. We knew that if 
we could run the ball a little bit 
on them it would open some 
things up.”
The Lakers held nothing 
back, opting for aggressive 
play calls to help their cause. 
Ware’s 14-yard run on a fake 
punt converted a 4th-and-l 
situation in the first half and 
led to a touchdown, and Mc­
Mahon pooch punted from 
shotgun to pin the Mines deep 
its own territory.
“You start getting into some 
of these games and the gap 
kind of shrinks,” Mitchell said. 
“You’ve got to be prepared to 
do some things a little bit dif­
ferent. I think our kids execut­
ed some different stuff today, 
which was good. And we’re 
probably going to need some 
of that stuff moving forward.”
sports@ lanthorn .com
Wenglinksi named NATIONAL PLAYER
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on 
Jan. 9,2011
After taking home consecu­
tive National Championships, 
senior GVSU women’s soccer 
defender Jenna Wenglinski 
has been named the National 
Soccer Coaches Association 
of America Women’s NCAA 
Division II National Player of 
the Year.
The GVSU women’s soccer 
team produced the Division II 
National Player of the Year for 
the second consecutive season 
and a second time in program 
history after Irie Dennis won 
the award for the leakers in 
2009. The leakers set a record 
with four athletes named to 
the NCAA Dll All-America 
team this year as Wenglinski 
was joined by teammates Erin 
Mruz, Ashley Botts and Chel­
sea Parise.
Wenglinski, a senior, was 
a key player in the . team’s 
season-long home shutout 
streak. The Lakers allowed 
just five goals on the season 
and none during the national 
tournament. GVSU also set an 
NCAA record by holding op­
ponents scoreless in 21 games 
this season and finished with 
an overall record of 21 -1 -2.
When GVSU head coach 
Dave Dilanni told Wenglin­
ski and her teammates of the 
awards before winter break, 
the announcement came as a 
surprise to her. She said she 
had no idea she was going to 
be receiving the honor.
Both Wenglinski and Dil­
anni recognized the accom­
plishments of the team as a 
whole played a significant role 
in her receiving the award.
“When you're successful as 
a team, obviously individuals 
are going to benefit from that,' 
Dilanni said. “She's someone 
we relied on for the last couple 
years, and I think other people 
recognize that, too.”
Wenglinski said the coach­
ing staff was one of the main 
reasons she decided to play 
for GVSU, and she recog­
nized Dilanni for his role in 
her success. Wenglinski also 
gave credit to her team for the 
award and said her teammates 
always had the mentality to 
allow as few shots on goal as 
possible.
“It's definitely a team
GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Coaches' choice: GV defender Jenna Wenglinski kicks down the field. Wenglinski was named NCAA Dll Player of the Year.
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award,” she said. “It’s a great 
group of girls we have here, 
and they’re going to be very 
successful next year.”
Parise, GVSU’s sophomore 
goalkeeper, said Wenglinski 
has grown throughout her ca­
reer and has proven her skills. 
Parise also praised her leader­
ship abilities on the team.
“People know that she 
cares,” she said. “She wants 
the best out of the team. She’s 
emotionally invested and that’s 
a really good quality to have.”
From a performance stand­
point, coach Dilanni said 
Wenglinski is an intelligent 
player that is able to read the
game well. He said her de­
meanor on the field is one of 
her biggest strengths.
“She’s very calm, very 
composed and kind of a calm­
ing influence, and you see that 
in her play,” he said. “She 
makes other people on our 
team better.”
Dilanni also gave credit of 
his team's success to the ath­
letes and the rest of his coach­
ing staff.
“The players making a 
commitment to the culture 
and to one another and to your 
goals, that’s what you want for 
your program,” he said.
Wenglinski will receive the
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Women's hockey players place 
fourth in World University Games
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Showdown smackdown: Jamine Padin drives to the basket during the 131 Showdown. The Lakers won 69-62.
t
Women's basketball sends 
Bulldogs to the pound in 131
By Derek Wolff
Assistant Sports Editor
Originally published on 
Feb. I, 2011
The Grand Valley 
State Univeristy women’s 
basketball team vanquished 
rival Ferris State University 
69-62 before a crowd of 5,113 
at Van Andel Arena in the 
first 131 Showdown in Grand 
Rapids.
With Detroit Pistons public 
address announcer John 
Mason firing up the crowd 
all throughout the night, the 
Lakers used a 19-5 run midway 
through the second half to 
eam a comeback win. Despite 
trailing at halftime, the Lakers 
outscored the Bulldogs 36- 
25 in the second half, getting 
several crucial defensive stops 
and converting on last-minute 
free throws to ice the game.
Sophomore guard Lauren 
Stodola wept to the line with 
40 ticks left on the clock in 
tjie second half with GVSU 
leading by three points. She 
coolly converted both free 
throws from the charity stripe.
making it a two-possession 
game.
“I’ve been struggling with 
my free throws a bit lately but 
1 have confidence in myself 
that I can make them and I 
know my teammates have 
confidence in me to make 
them,” Stodola said. “I just 
really wanted to win this game 
and I knew I needed to step up 
and hit them.”
After a Laker steal, junior 
guard Jasmine Padin was 
fouled and made both of her 
free throws as well, leading 
to an insurmountable seven- 
point lead for the Lakers, 
which they did not relinquish.
Four Lakers reached 
double digits in points in 
the win. Leading the way 
for GVSU was sophomore 
Brittany Taylor, who shot 6-9 
from the field for 16 points. 
Sophomore center Alex 
Stelfox added 15 while pulling 
down eight rebounds, with six 
of those coming in the second 
half. Stodola added 14 points 
.while Padin had ten points, 
eight assists and four steals.
“I’m very proud of our
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team with how they came 
together, they played very 
solid defense and finished 
some tremendous possessions 
down the stretch,” GVSU 
head coach Janel Burgess 
said. “Most importantly I 
loved their energy that they 
had from the very beginning 
to the very end.”
The atmosphere and 
intensity of the game resonated 
with Burgess as well as with 
the players.
“First of all, before tip off 
we had to take about ten deep 
breaths, since we were pretty 
fired up, to say the least,” 
Burgess said. “It was just an 
amazing atmosphere. It was 
exciting with how hard Grand 
Valley worked to give our 
ladies this opportunity, and 
I’m even more proud with 
how our team took care of 
business and represented this 
university in great fashion.”
When asked after the game 
if it was something they would 
like to do again, sophomores 
Taylor, Stelfox and Stodola 
resoundingly said yes.
“It was really fun-we 
didn’t want to look too far 
forward to this game but we 
all had it in the back of our 
minds that our university 
was putting this on for us,” 
Taylor said. “It was a big 
deal and everyone put a lot 
of work into it.”
The Lakers improved to 
15-4 overall and 8-4 in the 
GLIAC standings.
dwolff@ lanthorn xom
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
Originally published on Feb. 9, 2011
When three Grand Valley State University 
women’s hockey players and their coach left the 
United States to compete in the World University 
Gaines in Erzurum,Turkey, they admittedly didn’t 
know exactly what to expect.
But as soon as the team arrived for the Opening 
Ceremonies, it was clear they were in for an expe­
rience of a lifetime.
“We got there and we had the opening ceremo­
nies, and it was literally like the Olympics,” said 
Ashley Rumsey, who captained Team USA for its 
two-week stint in Turkey. “We walked into this 
huge stadium, full of people, with the flag and the 
rest of the team. We’re all dressed in the same gear 
and when we got in, the crowd just erupted. It was 
unreal.”
Rumsey, along with teammates Shelby 
Kucharski, Chelsea Minnie and 19 athletes from 
other American universities, represented the first 
women’s hockey team to compete in the World 
University Games from the United States. GVSU 
head coach Cory Whitaker was also an assistant 
coach on Team USA.
The 11 -sport ‘Universiade’ hosted thousands of 
athletes from 57 different countries.
“It was an amazing time,” Whitaker said. “I 
don’t think you can really put it into words as to 
what kind of experience it was. It was just phe­
nomenal in every sense of the word.”
The team had a chance to bring home a bronze 
medal in its final game, but lost 3-1 to Team Slova-
Courtesy Photo / Cory Whitaker 
A world apart: Three GVSU athletes went to Turkey 
(pictured left to right): Shelby Kucharski, Coash Cory 
Whitaker, Chelsea Minnie, and captain Ashley Rumsey
kia despite outshooting the Slovaks 28-21.
USA finished 2-5 in the tournament, but consid­
ering the competition, Whitaker said he was happy 
with their performance. Team Canada and Team 
Slovakia used the equivalent to Division I athletes 
from their home countries, and Team Finland skat­
ed a handful of women who earned bronze medals 
in the 2010 Winter Olympics.
USA Hockey rules require America to send 
non-scholarship athletes to the Games.
“Apples to apples, 1 am extremely happy and 
impressed with the way our team performed,” Wh­
itaker said. “Especially when you consider teams 
like Finland and Slovakia essentially brought their 
national team. That’s who they’ve been playing 
with, who they’ve been practicing with, and those 
teams have played together for years.”
Rumsey said she was impressed by the caliber 
of play and athletic talent from each country her 
team competed against.
“There were girls way taller than me, and I’m 
tall for a women’s player,” said Rumsey, who 
stands 5 feet 8 inches tall and finished with the sec­
ond-most points (6) on Team USA. “There was a 
goalie, in butterfly position, and her head was taller 
than the crossbar, actually her shoulders came to 
the crossbar. Try to find a hole in that.”
She said while she was disappointed by the 
loss, the experience provided an “unbelievable” at­
mosphere and made the hefty price tag and missed 
class time worth it.
“I never expected or thought I would have the 
chance to play for my country through the ACH A,” 
Kucharski said. “I am so grateful for the oppor­
tunity. The ACHA is a great example of how far 
women’s hockey has come and the expectations 
for the talent in the league in the future are high. 1 
can’t wait to have the chance to tryout and hope­
fully compete again in two years in Slovenia.”
After the games concluded, the closing cer­
emonies brought the same allure as the beginning 
of the Games, albeit in a different way.
“The closing ceremony was the complete op­
posite (from the opening ceremony),” Rumsey 
said. “We were walking around, everybody from 
all the countries was trading jackets, t-shirt, hats 
and gloves. ... You don’t know how to speak the 
language so we all just pointed at things and trad­
ed them in the middle of the stadium, it was just 
amazing.”
sports @ lanthorn x om
Melinn wins heavyweight national title
GV wrestling team finishes second in NCWA championships
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor
Originally published on 
Mar. 13, 2011
After chasing the elusive 
heavyweight title for four years, 
senior heavyweight Corey Me­
linn finally has his national 
championship.
Melinn traveled south this 
weekend with the rest of the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity wrestling team to Macon, 
Ga. for the National Collegiate 
Wrestling Association’s Nation­
al Championships.
He went undefeated in five 
matches, including two pins 
with one in just 59 seconds, to 
capture the individual title in the 
heavyweight division.
After finishing fifth and third 
in years past in the same divi­
sion, Melinn said he knew it was 
all or nothing in his last shot to
take the title.
“Right now, it’s an unreal 
feeling that I’ve been waiting 
four years for,” Melinn said. “It’s 
just like a numb feeling. I don’t 
even believe that it happened.”
After going 4-0 to start the 
tournament, in the final, the 
285-pound senior faced Cali­
fornia Baptist University’s Alex 
Evers, a familiar foe for Melinn.
“I had wrestled the kid before 
and beat him 2-1, and I knew I 
had to be patient and wait for 
him to make a mistake,” he said. 
“He made that mistake shooting 
on me, and I sprawled and got 
behind him, and as soon as that 
happened I knew I could just 
hang on for a minute and win the 
title.”
As a team, the Lakers led for 
a majority of the tournament be­
fore falling behind to California 
Baptist, which ended up taking 
the title. The 122 points feamed 
GVSU a second place finish.
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"The goal is obviously always 
first, but taking second to a really 
good team and competing like 
we did - because we had them 
scared for a couple rounds - has 
us feeling pretty happy about 
our performance,” said junior 
Nate Hall. “We really competed 
above our level for a while, and 
guys are always shooting to do 
better, but we’re excited.”
Melinn’s title is the 22nd time 
in the past 11 years that a Laker 
has won an individual cham­
pionship, and he was joined by 
eight other Lakers at nationals in 
receiving All-American honors.
This marks the third time 
in four years that Melinn was 
named as an All-American, 
something that GVSU head 
coach Rick Bolhuis called “re­
markable” considering Melinn 
did not even plan on wrestling 
until finding out about the team 
at GVSU Student Life Night as 
a freshman.
“He’s a kid that didn’t even 
make it to the state meet in high 
school,” Bolhuis said. “He came 
to us as someone who was just 
hungry to wrestle and wanted to 
achieve big things, and he has 
just busted his tail. I couldn’t 
be happier for him - really 
pleased.”
Not even Melinn foresaw an 
individual national title when he 
joined the club in late 2007.
“No way at all did I imagine 
this as a freshman,” he said. “No 
one knew who I was. I thought 
I’d come in and have some fun, 
and I realized what was pos­
sible after my freshman year. I 
worked hard to improve myself 
and become what I am today.”
Although GVSU will lose 
Melinn to graduation, the team 
is still young and will graduate 
just five of the 40 wrestlers on 
the roster.
“Grand Valley is always right 
there, and we’ll continue to stay 
there,” Hall said.
sports @ lanthorn rom
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Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor 
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Boogie on down: Students, faculty and staff packed the DeVos Place Ballroom on Feb. 4 for the 25th annual President's Ball. The “Golden Gala"-themed event, named for the university's 50th anniversary, was organized by Student Senate.
By Samantha Arnold
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published on 
Feb. 6,2011
Women wore extravagant 
dresses and the men dressed 
with class. The lighting accented 
the flowers that decorated ev­
ery second table. Laughter and 
music filled the air for the 2011 
Golden Gala President’s Ball on 
Feb. 4.
The 25th annual event was 
held in the Amway Grand Plaza 
Hotel and the DeVos Place in 
downtown Grand Rapids. “It’s 
a great way to see the university 
in action and get to talk to the 
faculty,” said junior Ali Zimmer, 
chair of the President’s Ball. 
“And it’s just a good time to get 
out and dance.”
The evening began with 
cocktail hour at 5:30 pjn. Can­
dles lit the room for students,
faculty, and administrators who 
circled the tables. The cocktail 
hour participants moved swiftly 
into the dining room for the din­
ner service. “It’s an extraordi­
nary experience with so many 
people everywhere,” said Matt 
Dondanville, member of the cy­
cling club who worked the cock­
tail hour coat check.
Dinner began with speeches 
full of humor and bright person­
ality and with awards to recog­
nize outstanding individuals.
Tim Selgo accepted the Pres­
idential Award, Dorothy John­
son accepted the Distinguished 
Individual Award and Danielle 
DeMuth accepted the Student 
Award for Faculty Excellence. 
The audience gave them fre­
quent and standing ovations.
Between awards, student 
coed a capella group Euphoria 
and student dance group Mo­
mentum provided entertainment 
throughout the hour. They col­
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Moving and grooving: Student dance group Momentum performs.
laborated to featured songs and 
dances in celebration of Grand 
Valley State University’s past by 
reliving the decades, beginning 
with the 1960s.
“The dinner this year was 
really good,” said senior Kristie
Hopkins. “It was good food and 
good entertainment.”
President Hads gave a speech 
to thank everyone for attend­
ing the Presidents’ Ball as well 
as Student Senate for sponsor­
ing the event. Shortly after his
speech, people enjoyed dessert 
and coffee.
At 8:30 p.m., the 500 din­
ner guests gathered their coats 
to join the additional 4j000 ex­
pected guests at the dance.
Once the doors opened, the 
music poured out and danc­
ing began. Guests even danced 
while waiting to reach the dance 
floor.
“We are dancers so we love 
this event,” said senior Greg 
Kwiatkowski. Kwiatkowski and 
his date, Katherine Key, danced 
their way into the ballroom.
“It’s a lot of fun and a nice 
excuse to look nice.” Music 
echoed through the ballroom 
and brightly colored lights shim­
mered around a disco ball. The 
stage set for DJ Mark Witz was 
front and center.
Women kicked off their 
shoes and the men loosened their 
ties. Music shook the floors and 
boomed through the room.
For junior Emily Visger, 
the President’s Ball was hard 
to compare to previous years. 
“Freshman year was almost the 
best - everyone knew a lot of the 
music,” she said. “But it’s really 
hard to compare. But it’s a re­
ally good event for GVSU to do. 
It’s a great opportunity to hang 
out with other students. Plus, 
it’s something fun for a Friday 
night.” Students recommend at­
tending the event for the future. 
“It’s a great social event to meet 
other students and teachers,” 
said senior Jacie Fountain.
Zimmer said the President's 
ball takes more than six months 
of planning. With this year being 
the Golden Gala, the event took 
a lot of hard work.
“Overall it was a success,” 
she said. “We’re celebrating 50 
years of GVSU, and it was done 
well.”
sarnold @ lanthorn rom
LAKER LIPDUB
Sorority sponsors 12-hour dance 
marathon for afflicted children
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor
Originally published on
Dec. 5,2010
The day Ben TherAvest was 
bom with his mouth and nose 
conjoined, his doctors said 
they could repair the defect.
The next day, they alerted 
his mother to an additional 
problem, with her son’s heart.
“Usually when there’s one 
thing wrong, there's more, 
said Cathy TherAvest, who 
told the story of her son at 
the Dance Marathon Saturday 
night.
Although Ben went home 
several days after his birth, five 
weeks later a problem with 
his heart brought him back 
for closed heart surgery. He 
got his lips at 15 months and 
had open-heart surgery for his
second birthday. He is only the 
third living child with this yet- 
to-be-named syndrome.
But through the surgeries 
performed at Helen DeVos 
Children’s Hospital, Ben has 
survived.
About 160 participants 
gathered in the Grand River 
Room of the Kirkhof Center 
on Grand Valley State 
University’ Allendale Campus 
to raise awareness and funds 
for children like Ben from 2 
p.m. Dec. 4 to 2 a.m. Dec. 5. 
The final tally showed $4,461 
collected through the event, 
but Phi Mu, the sorority that 
sponsored the event, continued 
to collect donations through 
Dec. 12.
In a by-the-book dance 
marathon, a dancer from each 
team must be dancing at all 
times. However, marathon
Lakers 'Styx' together: GVSU senior Omeed Veiseh lipsynchs for the opening of the GVSU LipDub video to 'Come Sail Away.'The video; which 
included notable campus figures such as President Thomas J. Haas, unicyclist Josh Sutton, Miss GVSU Morgan Lind and Louie the Laker; was shot on 
Sept 29. Greg Kort and Chris Coleman filmed for more than four hours to capture the nearly eight-minute-long video in one take.
organizers did not make rule 
interpretation a goal for this 
year.
“We’re not too strict 
about the dance marathon 
regulations,” said Megan 
Marthens, marathon
coordinator. “We care more 
about the experience and the 
community.”
The evening featured 
children’s songs played during 
a kid’s hour, live oldies and 
classic rock played by Three’s 
a Crowd and a fraternity band.
The five teams registered 
prior to the event and other 
groups who came throughout
the night earned points toward 
the spirit star prize, taken home 
by Erin Folkmier, who stood 
and danced for the entire 12- 
hour event.
At the heart of the evening 
and the front of the Grand River 
Room, dancers kept the room 
active for the sick children of 
West Michigan.
“You’re not just dancing, 
you’re here saving lives ” said 
Jamon Alexander, a GVSU 
graduate who now works 
with the Children’s Miracle 
Network for Helen DeVos 
Children’s Hospital. “The 
Children’s Miracle Network
doesn't just ask for big checks. 
When you combine $5 with 
millions of people, it can make 
a difference.”
The Children’s Miracle 
Network is a national affiliation 
of hospitals that coordinates 
fundraising activities on a large 
scale and distributes funds on a 
local level. The Grand Rapids 
beneficiary of the network is 
the Helen DeVos Children’s 
Hospital.
Proceeds from the Dance 
Marathon will fund special 
units such as the Center for
Child Protection, which 
provides health care for abused
and neglected children, and 
provide medical equipment 
for the hospital such as blood 
pressure cuffs for the nine- 
pound infants to the high 
school linebackers.
At the children’s hospital, 
98 percent of the patients’ 
families do not have adequate 
insurance to cover medical 
expenses, Alexander said.
“For every kid we treat, we 
lose money,” he said. “If we 
didn’t have people like Phi Mu 
raising money, we wouldn’t be 
able to have things like the
lakerlife@ lanthorn jcom
GVL Archive/ Eric Coulter
Philanthropy: A young guest enjoys the dance marathon held by the Phi Mu. 
The event raised more than $45,000 for the Helen DeVos Children's Hospital.
Your life at Grand Valley
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Comedy champions crowned
Kort named king in 2011 Last Laker Standing finals, Monahan takes second
THE
ONTENDERS
JASON FLANNERY
RYAN McKERNAN
LAURA WIZNIUK
GREG KORT
GREG MONAHAN
2011 LAST LAKER STANDING COMPETITON
: i A
By Samantha Arnold
QVL Staff Writer
Originally published on Feb. 27,2011
The Grand River Room was packed 
Friday night, with Grand Valley State 
University faculty, students and staff lining 
the walls and filling the floor in the Grand 
River Room to watch GVSU’s funniest take 
the stage in the Last Laker Standing finals.
The five finalists - junior Jason Flannery 
and seniors Greg Kort, Ryan McKernan, 
Greg Monahan and Laura Wizniuk - 
delivered their strongest material in hopes 
of defeating the competition’s reigning 
champion, Greg Kort, who won in 2009 
and 2010.
Kort bested his comedic competition for 
the third year in a row and took home the 
first place prize, an Xbox Kinect.
“I related to the audience and made them 
as uncomfortable as possible,” he said.
Monahan won the second-place prize, a 
26-inch flat-screen television.
“I didn’t (win), but I doGVSU jokes,and
everybody tends to relate to that,” Monahan 
said. “It makes it hit hometown.”
McKernan took home third place and an 
HD digital Flip camera.
“The crowd was very forgiving. I forgot 
a line and they still laughed,” McKernan 
said. “If the crowd has fun, you have fun.”
McKernan’s routine included a joke 
about suffering and soda.
“I don’t believe in the eternal suffering 
kind of hell,” he said. “Instead, I propose a 
more petty kind of suffering. Like, you get 
a year’s supply of soda. But it’s ginger ale. 
And it’s diet.”
The lights dimmed at the top of the show, 
and the microphone turned on as laughter 
filled the room. The audience applauded 
the warm-up comedian Pete Dominick, 
who has appeared on CNN and has an XM 
Sirius talk radio show. Dominick, who has 
been involved with Last Laker standing for 
five years, returned to GVSU after missing 
the competition in 2010.
“I know Allendale’s boring, so if you’re 
not boat or tractor shopping, you’re writing 
jokes,” he said.
Dominick said he recommends the 
competition to those who want to pursue 
comedy seriously.
“I think if you really, really have a strong 
desire to do it, then you should try for it,” 
he said. “It’s just so hard to do. You can’t 
be concerned about failing.”
The contest was marked with a crowd full 
of laughter. After the student-comedians 
performed, the audience and three judges 
cast their votes to decide the top three 
competitors.
The top competitors recommended the 
competition to other GVSU students and 
faculty.
“It’s the best show on GVSU campus all 
year,” Monahan said. “There isn’t another 
show that gets more of a crowd or as big of 
a turnout as this one.”
For more information regarding the 
Last Laker Standing or to audition for next 
year’s competition, contact comedygv@ 
gmail.com
sarnold@lanthorn.com
• Brand new pool for summer 2011
• Huge Rec Center with Pool 
tables, Hoops, Ping pong, 
and Massive Movie Theater
• Events and Parties all year!
CAMPUS
X/IEIaI
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• Your own Bedroom for 
$31 5/Month
• FREE Basic Cable/
High Speed Internet
• FREE Shuttle tocampus
• FREE Recycling
www.campusviewhousing.com
CAMPUS VIEW IS STILL LEASING
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Announcements
Want GVSU news now? The 
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit 
our website, Facebook, You­
Tube, or Twitter for the latest 
GVSU campus and sports 
news, www.lanthorn.com
Services_______
Congratulations Graduates! 
Carrabba’s will be opening 
early for your convenience on 
April 30th. Reservations ac­
cepted 12-4pm, call ahead 
seating after 4pm. 
(616)261-3020.
Ironwood Self Storage, 
Walker-Standale area. Com­
petitive rates, various sizes 
available. Receive a 10% dis­
count with your student ID. 
(616)453-2982. www.iron-
Legal help for college stu­
dents. We represent students 
with MIP and other criminal 
charges. Renovo Law, PLLC. 
(616)304-1414 for a free con­
sultation.
Wanted
Wanted: Hard working indi­
vidual to strip wallpaper and 
paint a dining room. Job in 
Grand Rapids. Done in 1 day. 
Call Marcie at (810) 
610-5132.
Employment
College Pro is now hiring 
painters all across the state 
to work outdoors with other 
students. Earn $3k-$5k. Ad­
vancement opportunities. 
1-888-277-9787 or 
www.collgepro.com
Work on Mackinac Island. 
Make lifelong friends. The Is­
land House Hotel and Ryba’s 
Fudge Shops are looking for 
help in all areas this summer: 
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait 
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen, 
Baristas. Housing, bonus, 
and discounted meals. (906) 
847-7196. www.theisland- 
house.com
_______ Housing_______
1 or 2 people to take over 
lease starting August. 2 
bed/1 bath. Rent 
$395/month plus utilities. 
Willing to pay security de­
posit. Call Amanda 
(419)-205-3566
Grand Valley’s best kept 
deal. University Townhomes 
& Apartments guarantees the 
lowest price per person. En­
joy a quiet atmosphere with a 
variety of home styles to 
choose from less than 2 
miles from campus. Call Tim 
today 616-477-5511
Livin’ Large. Copper Beech 
townhomes and apartments 
have up to 2000 ft of square 
space. Enjoy big style with­
out the price. Call 
616-895-2900 or visit 
www.copperbeechtown- 
homes.com
48 West is now leasing for 
Fall 2011. Rates start as low 
a $395 per month. There is 
variety with 1, 2 and 4 bed­
room units. 616-895-2400 
www.48west.com
______ Internships______
Paid Summer Internships 
within the 20 billion dollar 
Health & Wellness Industry. 
All majors welcome. Campus 
Orientations. Call 
616-335-0184
VIP
PARKING
ONLY
(616)331-2460 
. lantljarn
ACROSS
1 Uncompli­
cated
5 Spring mo.
8 Malay 
prince
12 Albacore, 
e.g.
13 Tall tale
14 Unendingly
15 Made into 
a ball, as 
paper
17 Appear
18 Crone
19 Succor
20 Dwight’s 
predeces­
sor
21 Sermon 
subject
22 Kipling lad
23 Become 
established
26 Having 
dents, as a 
golf ball
30 Mosque VIP
31 Enjoyment
32 Turner of 
Hollywood
33 In need of 
ironing
35 Rushmore 
figure
36 Depressed
37 Foundation
38 Paint 
ingredient
41 Raw rock
42 Fuss
45 Settled down
King Crossword
1
46 Trod on
48 Director 
Preminger
49 Pale
50 Scandina­
vian city
51 Any day now
52 Antiquated
53 Active one
Engrave 
Atmosphere 
Like a bug in 
a rug 
Sweet 
potato 
Exhausted 
The — Piper 
Scarlet
8 Tasted again
9 State with 
certainty
10 Razz
11 Group of 
soldiers
16 Analgesic’s 
target
20 That guy
21 Fool
22 Family
23 Round Table 
address
24 Ostrich’s 
cousin
25 Highlander’s 
hat
26 Flop
27 Young fellow
28 Conclusion
29 24 hours
31 Not many
34 Bagel 
topping
35 Abound
37 Stigmatize
38 Neighbor of 
Cambodia
39 Choir 
member
40 Puente of 
mambo 
music
41 Exam format
42 As well
43 Drop a 
letter?
44 Smell
46 Pair
47 Pea holder
2011 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Alana Rose Magniant Amber Gean Hunter
Andrew Matthew Gilgallon
Alexander D. Settles
Alexander Noroyan
Ann Marie Matthews
Annie,
We are so proud of you. 
Your hard work and 
determination has paid off. 
We can’t wait to see where 
God will take you next.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Ashley Gail James
We couldn’t be more 
proud of you in what you’ve 
accomplished in your life and 
the wonderful lady you’ve 
become.
Love,
All your family
ft:
—
Andrew,
Congratulations on your 
graduation from GVSU! We 
are so proud of you and your 
accomplishments. Best 
wishes for success in your 
future endeavors.
God bless.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Number one. 
You did it.
Love,
The Mother, Pat, 
Gabs, & Cairo
Congratulations Alexander 
upon receiving your second 
cap and gown and mostly 
important this ones from 
GVSU.
We are so very proud of you. 
Love,
Mom, Dad, and your entire 
family
Annie,
We are so proud of your 
accomplishments and 
achievements at GVSU! 
Congratulations on 
graduating, we with you the 
best!
Love,
Mom Dad, Rachel, Christy, 
Teresa, Nick, and Jay
Alexander,
We are very proud of you 
and all your
accomplishments. May life 
hold for you unlimited 
success Be true to your 
dreams.
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Justin, Casey
We were in awe of you from 
the start, and you continue to 
amaze us! We are so proud 
of you.
Love and blessings, 
Mom & Dad
Amanda,
Love,
Mom, Dad, D&L
Ashley J. Smith
Oh the places you will go..."
Congratulations on your 
graduation. GVSU will never 
be the same NYCC here 
you come You are our heart
&
Ann Gracz
l. I
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Bradley Lloyd Harton Brittney Lee Schering
The past four years have 
flown by. We sure are proud 
of you! Congratulations on 
your graduation from GVSU!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Brittney,
Dream, believe, achieve de­
fines you! Congratulations on 
graduation from GVSU! We 
are very proud of you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Scott,
Olyvia and Chesney
Brittni D. Taylor
Brianna Bowerman
Brittni Janet Rosemarie Keskitalo
Brianne Elizabeth Novak
Carian White
Brice Robert Jenkins
Brittany Wellman
Bri,
We are so proud of you!
We hope your hard work will 
take you where you will be 
happy.
Love you sweet pea,
Mom and Dad
Brice,
Your hard work is paying off! 
We are so proud of you!
Best of luck in PT school. 
Watch out world, here he 
comes!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Family
Brianne,
Congratulations! We are very 
proud of you and the 
wonderful job you have done 
in school and life!!
We love you,
Brittni,
Congratulations, we are 
really proud of you and your 
accomplishments. Stay 
grounded and you will go 
even farther in life.
We love you,
Lois, Steff, Roggie, and 
Nakeya
Dad, Mom, Sarah, 
Chris, and Ariel
Brittni,
Congratulations on your 
achievement!
We are so proud of you!
r. • T' * — ippff^S^rrr .. - -xj
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; Mom. Dad,
Brandon & Family
Mom & Dad,
Thank you for all the support 
you’ve given me throughout 
my college career Today I 
share my success with you 
because without you, I 
wouldn’t have gotten here
Love Always, 
Brittany Bug
Here she is, my shining star. 
We all know she’ll go far. 
Look out Hollywood here she 
comes! Watch for her 
movies. I’m sure you’ll see 
one.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Brett Sorensen
Brett,
We are so proud of all your 
hard work and dedication at 
GVSU. May all your dreams 
come true! Congratulations 
our 2011 GVSU graduate!
Love You,
Mom, Dad, Cami
.Vinter 2011 COMMENCEMENT EDITION 4
Carolyn Rick ^^■Chelsea Elizabeth Johnston
Carrie,
You had star quality then 
and look at you nowl We are 
very proud of your 
determination and success
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jeanette, Ben 
Adam, Eli
Dear Chelsea,
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU! We 
are so proud of you! You’re 
the Best!
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Haley & Connor
Catherine M. Bushery
Congratulations on all your 
achievements. You are a 
beautiful human being. Good 
luck at Western
We all love you,
Mom, Dad, Mike, Jessica, 
and Jesstina
Christopher Miller
How accomplished you’ve 
become in 7,149 Days from 
diapers to a finance degree! 
So proud of our Son and his 
determination.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Dillian, Bryan, 
Katie, and Lil Donovan
Courtney L. Fogo
Danielle Rae Perkins
iChelsea Claire Mandel
Chelsea,
Derek Scott Bent
Danielle,
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU. We 
are so very proud of you. 
Reach for the stars and 
always keep dreaming.
We all love you very much.
Mom, Dad, Steven, and Matt
Courtney,
We are so very proud of you. 
Good luck with your future 
endeavors. We know you will 
succeed in all you do. 
Congratulations on your 
graduation from GVSU!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Bailey, Blake
Derek,
We are so proud of you! 
Always believe in yourself 
and you can accomplish 
anything
All our love,
Mom and Dave
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU! We 
ate so proud of you and the 
wonderful person you’ve 
become.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Family
Elizabeth Hollings
God, Bless me to be a 
successful, and intelligent 
young lady.
Thank you God.
Love,
Mom and Grandma
.*■
♦
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Chadwick Lewis Robinson
Chadwick Lewis,
You have dreamed and 
worked hard. You have 
achieved so much and have 
made us so proud...
The fireworks begin today! 
Congratulations
Much Love Always,
Mom and Dad
Winter 2011 COMMENCEMENT EDITION
Elsie Marguerite Ulven
Congratulations,
you did it. We are proud of
our GVSU graduate
Love,
Mom and Dad i mJR -MijjL ■
> -
Elyse Lauren Flynn
We are extremely proud of 
all your accomplishments 
and the extraordinary woman 
you have become. 
Remember to keep reaching 
for the stars. Congratulations
Love,
Mom, Eric, Tyler
•i l
Emily L. Morningstar
So... You are graduating 
from GVSU!!
We are very proud of your
accomplishments!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Lisa
Eric Archie Higgins
We are very proud of the 
man you have become. The 
world is yours, go and live!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Erin Elizabeth Kinney
Congratulations on all of 
your accomplishments at 
GVSU!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Monica, and 
John
Erin Keon
“To succeed, you need to 
take that gut feeling in what 
you believe and act on it with 
all your heart .” 
Congratulations and 
SO proud!
5 \\
Friederike Irmtraud Habbel
Liebe Friederike,
Congratulations on graduat­
ing from GVSU. We wish you 
a great time at 
Indiana University.
Love,
Georg, Renate,
Ferdinand, and Leopold
Gabrielle Shante’ Brown
Gabrielle (my pumpkin),
Congratulations! I am so 
proud of you. By the grace of 
God and family members, 
you did it.
Love,
Phyllis (your Darling)
Greg Monahan
Sports Guy,
Congratulations on making it 
to the real world. May your 
life be void of typos and full 
of weird presents.* m*
L°ve,
Your fellow Lanthom-ers
Jacquelyn Marie Riegler
Congratulations Jacky!
We are so proud of you!
“The future belongs to those 
who believe in the beauty of 
their dreams”
-Eleanor Roosevelt
Love You!
Mom, Dad, Kelly, Luke 
Charlie, Tigger, Lily, Baby, 
Daisy, Cleo
t ♦ • • •
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Jasmine Helene Stone Jillian Zirnhelt
We talked of expectations 
when you began college 
You met them all, 3.5+ GPA, 
Dean's and President s list, 
Honors Societies, graduation 
in four years
So proud of you.
Grandma
Congratulations on 
graduation from GVSU! We 
are so proud of you and the 
person you've become!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jolynn, Tommy, 
Grandpa, and Gramma
Jordan Pickell
Jenna Deanne Hartzell
We love you and are so 
proud!
Mom, Dad, Zach, Ryan, and 
Your Entire Family
/ ;A||g
Dear Jordan,
We are so proud of you! This 
chapter of your life has been 
completed with wit, grace, 
and determination.
We love you,
Mom, Michael,
Spencer & Jonathan
Jeremy Canada
Joshua D. Davis
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU- 
what an accomplishment!
We couldn’t be more proud 
of you!
Good Luck in Grad School!!
Katy Cobbett Kirsten Analisa Zeiter
Kirsten,
So very proud of you! Great 
job on the Vanderbush 
Award. You are a natural 
leader.
Love,
Mom, Bill, and Ema
Kerstine Gayle C. Lundy
Kerstine,
It’s and exciting time in your 
life as you look out over the 
horizon of your future and 
imagine all the possibilities. 
Congratulations!!!
Love you,
Mama, Papa, and Ian
Kyle B. Binford
Kevin Douglas Battle Jr.
Laura A. Anton
Laura V. Houdeshell
Kim Sander
Kimberly A. Gruetzmacher
COMMENCEMENT EDITIONWinter 2011
Congratulations Kevin,
We are all so proud of you 
and love you forever.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nicole, 
Brooklyn, Imani
Congratulations, Kim
We are so very PROUD of 
you.AII your hard work and 
dedication is finally paying 
off.
We Love you 
Mom, Dad & Alyssa .
Laura,
Your family wants to 
congratulate you on your 
graduation from GVSU. We 
are so proud of the beautiful 
and accomplished woman 
you've become, and love you 
very much.
Being a four-year varsity 
student athlete with multiple 
sports achievements, 
graduating Cum Laude, and 
graduating in four years on 
time!
The future is yours to enjoy. 
Love,
Mom and Dad
pwc1
Katy,
You will make an amazing 
nurse Congratulation! We 
are all so very proud of you
Love,
Mom, Dad and 
The Whole Family H *'
tvm sl,
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Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU!
We are so proud of you and 
the person you've become!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Kyle,
Congratulations! We are so 
proud of the outstanding 
man that you have become! 
God has great plans for you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Haley, and Devin
Laura,
Congratulations! We are so 
proud of you. We know that 
you will succeed in all that 
you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Lisa & Mark
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Lauren Marie Branstetter Lucinda Boers
Lauren,
We are so proud of you! You 
are blessed with such great 
potential Live your dreams, 
enjoy the ride, and praise the 
lord
Love,
Mom, Dad.
Johnny, Meg
You earned it Lucy!
You did it all on your own J "
and with class. You are if
awesome and we are so
proud of you! • V1 \A \
Love,
Your Family A
■ Sr*--,
Lillian E. Ashman
Lillie,
Congratulations on being a 
college Graduate. We are 
very proud of you.
Keep going forward
Love,
Mom, Dad, Allyssia
Mary Ann Lyons
Mary Ann,
Congratulations on your 
college graduation! Aim for 
the stars. Dreams do come 
true!
Love,
Mom and Patrick
Mary Katherine Domagalski
Lindsay Grolla
Matthew J. Smith
Megan,
We are so proud of all you 
do, live your dream and 
change the world.
Love,
Dad, Mom. Mark, Sarah, 
Kelsey, Sam, Mackenzie, 
Ashley, Carter, and Alexis
Congratulations!
We are so proud of you and 
the woman you’ve become!
Love and Prayers,
Dad & Mom
Megan Christine Marthens
Lindsay,
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU. We 
are so proud of you and all 
the hard work it took to get 
here
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dan
Look at you go!
We are so proud of you and 
the man you have become. 
Keep pursuing your goals.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Alise, 
Jason, and Mara
Lindsey Jane Lanaville
I like juice...
I do my own laundry...
We are proud, make your 
mark on the world baby girl! Maureen Imogene Case
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dylan, Josh, 
Grandpa, Grandmas Congratulations 
Maureen (Mo),
We are so very proud of you 
and are very thankful for the 
accomplishments you have 
worked so hard for. You are 
a blessing to all of us.a#
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Tommym tmm
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Megan Lynn Jenuwine
Congratulations Megan!!
We love you and are so 
proud of your 
accomplishments!
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jeremy, & Joe
Meghan A. McAfee
Meghan,
Congratulations on your 
graduations from GVSU! We 
are so proud of the 
talented and beautiful young 
woman you have become! 
Your future awaits!
Love,
Mom and Zach
Meghann C. Ells
Meghann,
Congratulations on 
completing another part of 
your journey. We are so 
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Cody
Melissa J. Cannan
Melissa,
Congratulations! We re 
proud of both your 
accomplishments and the 
person you have 
become.We have confidence 
in your continued success 
where the future takes you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Vf
I
Melissa J. Delgado
Melissa,
Congratulations on graduat­
ing from GVSU! We are so 
proud of you and the person 
you’ve become!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Emilio
Michael J. Finn
Michael,
Congratulations on all your 
achievements at GVSU! We 
are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Tom
a
Michael John Schmidtke
Congratulations 
Mike + Noble!
You are on the road to a new 
adventure.
We are so proud of you! 
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jimmy,
Lisa, Codie
Michele Lyn DuVal
Congratulations to our 
smart, funny, beautiful, full of 
love and life daughter. From 
day one we have loved and 
adored you. You have grown 
into a loving, caring beautiful 
young lady that we are so very, 
very proud of! Your accomplish­
ments in life are ever lasting.
We love you always!
Dad, Mom, Kristina, and Mike
Mylee Jean Murphy
We love you and are so 
proud of you. 
Congratulations to you for 
graduating GVSU.
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Trevor
Nicole Belanger
Congratulations I’m so 
proud of you! Good luck 
taking the next step, you 
can accomplish anything 
you put your mind too!
* »
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Patricia Ann Bowen
Question - Who wants to see 
me graduate college?
Rachel Scott Gladstone
Ryan James Hill
Peter Daniel McCrary
Ryan,
Can’t believe your 
graduating. Seems like you 
just started. You have grown 
into an amazing young man. 
We are so very proud of you.
Love & Hugs,
Mom and Dad
Samantha A. Maciasz
Sarah Amelia Schultz
Sean Duffie
Sean,
Sharon T. Gruner
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Peter,
May God bless you always! 
Congratulations on your 
acceptance to the physical 
therapy program at GVSU
Love,
Dad, Mom, Charlie,
Nannu, Nanna
Answer - Oh, you do.
We are so very proud of you 
and all that you have 
become
Love,
Mom and Dad.
Rachel,
We are so very proud of you 
and the person you've 
become You go girl!
Love you Bug! 
Madre, Padre, Stina
#
m
Samantha,
From the first day of 
kindergarten to the last day 
of college, you have been 
our shining star! 
Congratulations on a 
job well done!
All our love,
Your Family
We are so proud of the man 
you have become, all of your 
hard work and all you have 
achieved.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Love,
Mom, Dad, Greg, 
Claire, Ally
■
Rachel,
Congratulations!! We are 
proud but not in the least 
surprised The next part of 
your story begins, make it 
the best
Sharon,
Congratulations on earning 
your MST from GVSU! We 
are so very proud of you and 
the person you’ve become!!
Love,
Mom, Grandma and Baba. 
Rachel and Matt
Peter Wolfgram
We are so proud of you! Let 
your faith always guide you 
and follow your heart The 
best and most exciting 
adventures are yet to come.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Conor
Rachel Fodel
Sarah, our beautiful shining 
star!
Continue to achieve, 
volunteer and follow your 
heart! “Be the change you 
wish to see in the world” 
Camp Hope!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Emily
1
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Shavonscia Morales
Precious,
You always make us proud. We 
are “all" exceptionally proud of 
you today; on your college 
graduation day Look at all you 
have achieved. Live Strong, 
and live proud Congratulations. 
Love, Morales’: Mom, Dad, 
German H.D., Entire Family
Carrs’: Joseph, Carolyn, 
Stillie, Entire Family 
Barr-Carr: Tee
Walter James DeGruyter
We are so proud of you and 
your hand work you’ve 
grown so much as a person. 
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Spencer Allen Whiteside
Spencer,
We re so proud of you! 
Congratulations on your 
college graduation We wish 
you much success in your 
future endeavors.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Alec
Stephanie Kaye Wade
Stephanie,
You are an amazing 
graduate, daughter, and 
sister! We are ALL soo proud 
of your accomplishments!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Marie, Gary,
Cole, Erin, Lucy, Mel, and 
Molly Wade
Tania A. Melton
Tania,
First generation college 
graduate! WOOHOO! You 
have a bright future in 
veterinary medicine. Believe 
in yourself, We do! 
Congratulations.
Love you oodles! Xo 
Dad, Mom, Grams, Dixie
Tara Alissa Aday
Tara Mae,
You have become such an 
awesome young lady. We 
are so proud of you! 
Congratulations on all your 
accomplishments and 
graduating from GVSU!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Walter Theo Robinson
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU. I am 
so proud of you. Remember 
to always put God first and 
do your very best in all future 
endeavors!
Michael Christopher Slifco
Michael,
Congratulations on 
graduation from GVSU 
with top honors. We are 
so very proud of you and 
your success you’re the 
best!!
t
We love you Michael,
Mom, Dad,
Grandma Barbara, 
Grandma Rosie,
Grandpa Joe
Aunts; Kim, Nancy, Carla, 
Tonia, Karen
Uncles: John, Joe, Mark, 
Dan, Bill, Kirk
Brothers: Matthew and 
Justin
Thomas Castillo
We never thought we could 
be prouder We were wrong 
We are prouder today.
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The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
Congratulates all winter 2011
Graduates!
